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WATERS
How award-winning modelling
by Atelier Ten helped realise the
world’s highest indoor waterfall at
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Proven winners
For many of us, the 2020 CIBSE Building Performance
Awards last winter was the last large social gathering
before Covid-19 took hold and forced the UK into
lockdown. Shouted conversations over the buzz of
hundreds of guests at a packed Grosvenor House seem
a distant memory now.
On the day of the awards, 11 February, only eight
cases of Covid-19 had been confirmed in the UK, but
within two months nearly a thousand people a day
were losing their lives to the virus and hospitals were
struggling to cope with the rising level of infection.
In response, the UK built seven Nightingale
Hospitals to ensure there were enough beds for
Covid-19 patients. Engineers that helped design and deliver those hospitals in
record time have now been recognised in CIBSE’s Covid Achievement Awards,
which were part of last month’s virtual 2021 CIBSE Building Performance Awards.
The judges commented on the spirit of collaboration and can-do attitude of the
teams that converted conference centres and sports stadia into huge health facilities
in days. These teams created incredible outputs, remarked one judge. ‘Imagine what
the industry could do if it worked in this way all the time,’ he said.
The Building Performance Awards winners demonstrate what the industry is
capable of. The leading light this year was Buro Happold, which not only took
the Building Performance Champion crown, but also won three other categories:
Project of the Year – Public Use; Learning and Development; and Building
Consultancy of the Year (over 300 employees).
Aleksandra (Sasha) Krstanovic became the second women to win the Engineer
of the Year, after the judges praised how she had challenged the norm and, in
the process, delivered exemplar low energy/carbon projects, such as the Energy
Technologies Building at the University of Nottingham.
There is some way to go before the same high levels of excellence are achieved
across the whole of construction, as the ongoing Grenfell Inquiry uncovered more
evidence of a dysfunctional industry (page 7).
The Construction Products Association has responded to Dame Judith Hackitt’s
call for radical change in the area of product testing and marketing by introducing
proposals for a Code of Practice for Construction Product Information. It will
require manufacturers to support claims of compliance with industry standards or
certification schemes. It won’t just apply to construction materials, but also to those
products that make claims about eliminating Covid-19. Hywel Davies explains what
it might mean for building services on page 14.
■ ALEX SMITH, EDITOR asmith@cibsejournal.com
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*Models shown KE+ and E+.

Greenstar HIU's now BESA registered.
Heat Network CPD also available.
We are delighted to announce that our KE+ and E+ Heat Interface Units (HIU) are now
registered to the Building Engineering Services Association (BESA) HIU test regime.
Established as part of a UK government research project into heat network efficiency,
this standard evaluates the performance of HIU’s within the context of typical UK
operating conditions.
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Taking the Esyline concept to the next level.
DAB Pumps have always been commiƩed to innovaƟon and forward thinking.
With a determinaƟon not to accept the status quo and to press for conƟnual improvement.
tŝƚŚƚŚĞƐǇůŝŶĞĐŽŶĐĞƉƚ͕WƵŵƉƐƚŽŽŬĂďŽůĚƐƚĞƉƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ
ƌĞǀŽůƵƟŽŶŝƐŝŶŐƚŚĞƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐĂƌŽƵŶĚĐŽůĚǁĂƚĞƌďŽŽƐƟŶŐ
ƐŽůƵƟŽŶƐ͘ƐǇůŝŶĞŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐĞĚƐŝŵƉůŝĐŝƚǇ͕ŵŽĚƵůĂƌŝƚǇ͕ĞĂƐǇ
ŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƟŽŶ͕ĞĂƐǇƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ͕ƋƵŝĞƚƌƵŶŶŝŶŐ͕ĐŽŵƉĂĐƚŶĞƐƐ͕ĐŽŶŶĞĐƟǀŝƚǇ͕ĂŶĚĂǁŚŽůĞ
ŚŽƐƚŽĨŽƚŚĞƌďĞŶĞĮƚƐ͘ďŽǀĞĂůů͕ƐǇůŝŶĞƐƵƉƉŽƌƚƐƚŚĞĚƌŝǀĞƚŽǁĂƌĚƐŝŵƉƌŽǀĞĚ
Ğĸ
ĐŝĞŶĐǇĂŶĚĂǌĞƌŽͲĐĂƌďŽŶĨƵƚƵƌĞ͘

ǀŝƚĂůƐƚĂŐĞƚŚĂƚĐĂŶŽŌĞŶďĞŽǀĞƌůŽŽŬĞĚ͘dŚŝƐĚŝƌĞĐƚůǇƚƌĂŶƐůĂƚĞƐŝŶƚŽƟŵĞĂŶĚ
ŵŽŶĞǇƐĂǀĞĚĂƐǁĞůůĂƐĐĂƌďŽŶĨŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚƌĞĚƵĐĞĚ͘

ƐǇďŽǆDĂǆŝƐƚŚĞŶĞǆƚƐƚĞƉŝŶƚŚĞƐǇůŝŶĞũŽƵƌŶĞǇ͘ůůŽĨƚŚĞďĞŶĞĮƚƐƚŚĂƚǁĞƌĞ
ƉƌĞǀŝŽƵƐůǇŵĂĚĞĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƐǇďŽǆ͕ƐǇďŽǆDŝŶŝĂŶĚƐǇďŽǆŝǀĞƌŶŽǁ
ďĞĐŽŵĞĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞĨŽƌůĂƌŐĞ͕ĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚƐ͘tŝƚŚĂƉƌĞƐƐƵƌĞĐĂƉĂďŝůŝƚǇ
ŽĨƵƉƚŽϭϭ͘ϯďĂƌĂŶĚŇŽǁƌĂƚĞƉŽƚĞŶƟĂůŽĨϰ͘ϴůŝƚƌĞƐƉĞƌƐĞĐŽŶĚƉĞƌƉƵŵƉ͕
ƐǇďŽǆDĂǆŝƐĂƚƌƵůǇĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůƐŽůƵƟŽŶ͘

dŚĞƵŶŝƋƵĞĂƐƐĞŵďůǇĂŶĚŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƟŽŶƐǇƐƚĞŵŝƐŵƵĐŚƋƵŝĐŬĞƌƚŚĂŶĂŶǇ
ĐŽŶǀĞŶƟŽŶĂůďŽŽƐƚĞƌƐĞƚ͘^ĞƌǀŝĐĞĂŶĚŵĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞďĞŶĞĮƚĨƌŽŵƚŚĞĂďŝůŝƚǇƚŽ
ŝŶƐƚĂůůĂŶĚĐŚĂŶŐĞĐŽŵƉŽŶĞŶƚƉĂƌƚƐƐƉĞĞĚŝůǇ͘
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To learn more about the way DAB Esyline products can enhance a building design follow the link below;

www.d-web.co.uk/esyboxmax
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NEWS
HSE appoints Peter Baker as
chief inspector of buildings
Head of Building Safety Regulator has
more than 30 years of experience at HSE
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
has announced the appointment of a chief
inspector of buildings to establish and lead the
new Building Safety Regulator.
Peter Baker, HSE’s current director of
building safety and construction, will head
up the Building Safety Regulator to deliver
the new regime for high-risk buildings,
oversee work to increase the competence
of professionals working on buildings, and
ensure effective oversight of the building safety
environment. He will also be the first head
of the building control profession, and lead
the work to give independent, expert advice
on building safety to industry, government,
landlords and residents.
The government asked HSE to establish
a new Building Safety Regulator in the wake
of the Grenfell Tower disaster, and following
recommendations in Dame Judith Hackitt’s
Building a Safer Future report. Baker said ‘I am
honoured for the opportunity to play a lead role

Peter Baker

in bringing about the biggest change in building
safety for a generation.’
Baker has more than 30 years’ experience
with HSE, as an inspector and in senior
operational posts, including chief inspector
of construction. Since 2017, he has led HSE’s
involvement in the government’s building
safety programme.
CIBSE said ‘This is a key appointment in
the drive to transform the construction sector
and to prevent anything like the Grenfell Tower
tragedy from ever happening again.’

Manufacturer stopped selling
Grenfell cladding in France
The French company that supplied the flammable cladding used on Grenfell Tower had already
stopped selling the same product in its home market before the fire tragedy that claimed 72 lives
in 2017.
Arconic ordered its French sales team to stop selling combustible ACM cladding Reynobond PE
a year before the fire, but its UK sales manager denied receiving an instruction to stop selling it here.
An internal email from the company’s sales director, Alain Flacon, telling his French sales teams
to stop recommending the product because of flammability issues was shown to the public inquiry
into the Grenfell Tower disaster.
Arconic’s managing director also told
Product code of practice to force
the inquiry that the cladding had never
manufacturers to verify claims
achieved the Class B fire rating claimed in its
A new code of practice will force manufacturers to
specification documents. Claude Schmidt
provide evidence to support claims made about their
said it was only after the fire that the company
construction products.
became aware of what was written in the fire
The draft Code for Construction Product Information
test for Grenfell. He accepted responsibility for
has been developed under the leadership of the
selling the cladding on a ‘false basis’, but said
Construction Products Association, and is designed
it was because of ‘incomplete information’.
for products installed in buildings or civil engineering
He said the fire-classification information
works. It will require manufacturers to support
was not false, but ‘didn’t go into detail, it didn’t
claims of compliance with industry standards or
mention according to European standards the
certiﬁcation schemes. Manufactures will also have to
different reactions to fire’.
provide veriﬁable information to support any claims
Schmidt said Arconic would have had
about the product.
a ‘basic understanding’ of the regulations
The code was developed in response to the issues
where it was selling its products, but would
raised in Dame Judith Hackitt’s report Building a Safer
not have detailed knowledge of the building
Future, which conﬁrmed radical change was needed
regulations in each market.
for construction products, particularly in the areas of
testing, information and marketing.
■ Read more in Hywel Davies’ column on page 14.
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New funds not likely to
end cladding scandal
The additional £3.5bn to ‘end the cladding
scandal’ announced by Housing Minister
Robert Jenrick could lead to further
injustices, and will not cover all at-risk
buildings, according to many observers.
The new money, which increases the
funds available to replace flammable
cladding on buildings more than 18
metres high (or above six storeys) to more
than £5bn, was condemned as ‘too little
too late’ by the Grenfell United group,
which represents bereaved families and
survivors of the 2017 disaster.
Building services bodies have also
questioned the height threshold, pointing
out that many low-rise buildings are
equally as dangerous.
Jenrick told parliament that the funding
was the government’s biggest direct
investment in building safety and was
designed to ‘finish the job we’ve started’ of
removing and replacing unsafe cladding.

Starmer calls for
cladding task force
As many as 11 million people in the UK are
living in buildings with unsafe cladding,
according to the opposition Labour Party.
Its leader, Sir Keir Starmer, has called
for the establishment of a National
Cladding Task Force to speed up work to
improve the safety of high-rise residential
buildings, and his plea has received
backing from the British Safety Council.
‘We support the call for a National
Cladding Task Force and for legislation to
protect leaseholders from costs,’ said the
council’s chief executive Mike Robinson.
‘Four years after the Grenfell tragedy, the
pace of removal of unsafe cladding has
been disappointing, particularly given the
risk to life that it presents.
‘A legally enforceable 2022 deadline to
make homes safe would… provide some
comfort to leaseholders.’

Alliance promises to
speak with one voice
An alliance of eight building engineering
services bodies has been formed
to improve the sector’s political
representation, lead its response to the
post-Covid economic revival and support
efforts to deliver a net-zero future.
Actuate UK, brings CIBSE together with
BESA, the research organisation BSRIA,
ECA, the Federation of Environmental
Trade Associations (FETA), the Lift and
Escalator Industry Association (LEIA),
the Electrical Contractors’ Association
of Scotland, and the Scottish and NI
Plumbing Employers’ Federation (SNIPEF).
The group said it would support the
‘delivery of a safer, more productive and
sustainable UK built environment’ and
would lead the sector’s response to the
building safety agenda.
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ASHRAE updates
reopening guidance
ASHRAE has updated its guidance
on the reopening of buildings and
the implications for HVAC systems
in the wake of the pandemic.
Building Readiness includes
additional information and
clarifications to help designers and
commissioning engineers carry
out pre- or post-occupancy flush
calculations to reduce the time and
energy needed to clear spaces of
contaminants between occupancy.
It addresses the tactical
commissioning and systems
analysis required to develop a
building readiness plan, including
the need for increased filtration,
air cleaning strategies, domestic
and plumbing water systems, and
overall improvements to mitigate
virus transmission.

ASHRAE President
celebrates digital age
ASHRAE President Chuck Gulledge
has hailed the digital age of
connection in his address at the first
online ASHRAE winter conference.
Without technology, he said his
presidential year would have been
muted, but he revealed that he had
connected with more than 1,777
industry stakeholders last year.
The online audience at the
four-day event also heard about
the work of the ASHRAE Epidemic
Task Force, which has resulted
in briefings with members of the
US Congress and with the Biden
transition teams.
ASHRAE CEO and Secretary Jeff
Littleton said its Covid-19 web
pages had been visited more than
half a million times.

London Plan adopted
The government has finally
approved the new London Plan –
the planning framework for the
capital – more than a year after
it was submitted to ministers by
Mayor Sadiq Khan.
The strategic planning guide
for the capital includes policies
designed to help the city’s recovery
from the coronavirus pandemic,
including: space and quality
standards for new-build properties;
tackling poor air quality; ensuring
Londoners have access to open
and green spaces; increasing local
community infrastructure, such as
schools and medical facilities; and
providing a mix of retail, leisure
and workspaces on high streets.

Government urged to adopt
WHO air quality guidelines
MPs say air pollution is largest
environmental risk to UK health
The government should adopt the World Health
Organization’s (WHO’s) guidelines on air
pollution and provide more help for businesses
and communities to achieve higher air quality
standards, according to a report from the
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (EFRA)
Select Committee.
It warned that air pollution is the largest
environmental risk to UK public health and is
linked to as many as 64,000 early deaths a year.
The EFRA report calls for stricter and
legally binding clean-air targets, a long-term
funding structure for councils to deliver
local strategies and a public communication
campaign around transport. It calls for the
WHO’s recommendations on particulate
matter, NO2 and ammonia to be enshrined in
the Environment Bill, which is currently before
parliament but has been delayed for six months.
EFRA said the government’s Clean Air
Strategy relies too much on local authorities to
improve air quality without providing sufficient
resources to deliver the plans.

Air pollution is linked to as many
as 64,000 early deaths a year

‘While the Clean Air Strategy is a step in
the right direction, the government needs to
be more ambitious,’ said committee chair Neil
Parish MP. ‘Before the Environment Bill comes
back, commitments to reduce the levels of toxic
particulates that cause the most harm must
be strengthened – and targets on reducing the
health impacts of air pollution included.’

Wood burning biggest cause of UK particle pollution
Domestic wood burning in stoves and
open ﬁres was responsible for 3 % of
PM2.5 emissions in 2019, while road
trafﬁc contributed 12% of emissions.
A government report said that
PM2.5 emissions from wood burning
had more than doubled since 2003,
to 41,000 tonnes a year, and had
increased by 1% in the past year.
A second report, produced by Kantar
for the government, found that just %
of people in the UK burned fuel indoors,

with two-thirds living in urban areas.
ther research has revealed that
wood burners triple the level of harmful
pollution in the home. In the study of
wood burners in 19 homes, researchers
from Shefﬁeld University found that
tiny particles enter the room when the
burner doors are opened for refuelling.
ver four hours, average particle
levels rose to between 27 and 195
micrograms per cubic metre of air. The
WH limit is 25μg/m3 over 24 hours.

Uncertainty over contract liabilities
There is growing confusion about who is legally liable for any additional costs and delays in the event of
projects being disrupted by the pandemic.
Research by quantity surveyor Turner & Townsend found that one in three construction contracts did
not address the consequences of notifiable Covid-19 events, but most of the liability seemed to fall on
the contractual ‘employer’ – that is, the person appointing the contractor rather than the supplier.
In its survey, 83% of respondents said they had experienced a pause in work or site closures, while
72% said they had seen dips in productivity as a result of the crisis. This makes the need for contractual
clarity more urgent, according to the firm.
Of those surveyed, 45% said contractual disputes had increased since the start of the pandemic,
while more than 30% said there was confusion over the use of clauses covering liability for unforeseen
events and reliance on ‘force majeure’.
In addition, 63% of respondents said they had sought guidance from the government, while another
third consulted their trade bodies or took professional advice.
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Buro Happold is Building
Performance Champion

| DIGEST

Buro Happold
won Project
of the Year –
Public Use
with The
House at
Cornell Tech

irt al ceremon also recognises firms in
first Covid chievement wards
Buro Happold has been named Building
Performance Champion at CIBSE’s first virtual
Building Performance Awards, which took place
last month.
The global consulting engineer won three
other award categories: Project of the Year –
Public Use Consultancy of the ear (over 300
employees) and Learning and Development.
Judges praised the company for taking a ‘holistic
view of building performance that draws back
into wider sustainability views, and for going
beyond the standard engineering offer’.
Buro Happold was also one of five teams
recognised in the new Covid Achievement
Awards, which were created to draw attention
to the work that building services professionals,
and their supply chains, have done to help
combat the effects of Covid-19.
Its analytics team worked with seven UK
and Irish universities to help facilitate the safe
return of students after the first lockdown. The
engineered modelled spaces to safely optimise
teaching areas and highlight campus hot spots
where social distancing might be challenging.
ther firms recognised in the Covid
Achievement Awards were all involved in the
design of the Nightingale Hospitals in 2020.
These were Hoare Lea, Ridge and Partners,
RSP/BDP, and Services Design Solution. Details
of their contributions are on page 24.

Engineers’ work on the Nightingale Hospitals was praised
Engineer of the
Year: Sasha
Krstanovic

Place human impact at heart of
design, says Professor Noakes
Professor Catherine Noakes has called for a new paradigm that ‘places human impact at the heart of
building design’. The keynote speaker at the online 2021 CIBSE Building Performance Awards, she said
that Covid-19 had increased awareness among the public of the importance of the indoor environment
for health and wellbeing. ‘Many of us already know that ventilation is highly variable and, in some places,
it is inadequate, but the pandemic has really brought this to the fore,’ she said.
Professor Noakes said the industry would need to think differently about the whole construction
process, from conceptual design to construction, commissioning
and maintenance. New performance metrics were needed,
she added, that incorporate health and wellbeing and new
technologies would have to provide low carbon heat, good
ventilation and effective microbial and pollutant control.
‘We need buildings and systems that address energy
demands and carbon emissions alongside providing spaces
that are thermally comfortable, manage wellbeing, enable
productivity and limit exposure to pollutants and infectious
pathogens,’ she said. ‘It will not be delivered overnight, but it is
essential to ensure that our built environment is sustainable and
resilient to the future.’
Professor Noakes says
the pandemic has brought
ventilation to the fore
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Aleksandra ‘Sasha’ Krstanovic was named
CIBSE’s 2021 Engineer of the ear. The judges
said her passion for the role of engineers in
mitigating climate change makes her a great
ambassador for CIBSE.
They said ‘Sasha’s proactive approach to
informal post-occupancy evaluation enabled her
to discover and ameliorate issues, particularly in
innovative systems.
‘In an industry with few female role models
in leadership positions, Krstanovic has broken
the mould. As an experienced designer, she
challenges the norm.’
Coverage of all the winners of the CIBSE
Building Performance Awards and CIBSE
Building Achievement Awards starts on page 18.

Covid-19 guidance
authors recognised with
President’s Award
The authors of the Institution’s Emerging
from lockdown series have received the
President’s Commendation at the CIBSE
Building Performance Awards 2021.
A special case was made for this
year’s awards to recognise the authors
who wrote and updated the series,
including Safely reoccupying buildings;
Recommissioning of lifts and escalators
post-lockdown; Ventilation guidance;
and Occupancy and use of lifts.
CIBSE President Stuart MacPherson
said the award recognised those who
‘worked tirelessly to update the guidance
to reflect current research, public health
information and, subsequently, to adapt
to changes in Covid-19 restrictions’.
The guidance, which has been
downloaded 65,000 times, is updated
as new research and information
becomes available. You can read it at
cibse.org/knowledge
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Construction VAT
cut can boost
Scottish recovery
Cutting VAT by 15% for Scottish
specialised construction activities
could boost the economy by
£400m and support up to 7,500
jobs, according to a new report by
the University of Strathclyde.
The report by the Fraser of
Allander Institute looked at the
benefits of stimulating repairs
and improvements to the Scottish
built environment to aid a green
recovery from Covid 19.
It found that construction
activities, which were defined
as including electrical and HVAC
work, had a bigger impact than
civil engineering and building
construction in terms of gross value
added and employment impact.
For every pound spent on
specialised construction activities
the report calculated that around
£1.09 would be generated for the
Scottish economy.

The difference
between blue
hydrogen and
electricity
from natural
gas supplying
a heat pump,
according
to LETI

Hydrogen not viable for zero
carbon heating, says LETI
Switching to clean electricity cheaper and
more efficient sa s organisation
Switching from methane to hydrogen gas to
heat buildings will not enable the UK to meet
its zero carbon targets, according to the London
Energy Transformation Initiative (LETI).
Delivering zero carbon hydrogen will be more
expensive and less efficient than using heat
pumps on an electric grid, according to new
research in Hydrogen: a decarbonisation route
for heat in buildings? The report concludes: ‘It
is unlikely that zero carbon hydrogen supplied
via a repurposed gas mains network will be
available for the vast majority of buildings for the
foreseeable future.’ It also states that hydrogen
conversion, delivery and combustion has a third

Funding for green
home grants slashed
The government has removed
most of the funding from the £2bn
Green Homes Grants scheme. It said
the initiative, set up a year ago to
improve the energy efficiency of
600,000 homes, was a ‘shortterm stimulus’, even though it
was extended for 12 months until
March 2022.
Business minister Anne-Marie
Trevelyan told parliament that
only £320m of the original funding
would now be made available.
A damning report from the
Environmental Audit Committee
said it would take 10 years to reach
the government’s 600,000 homes
target at the current ‘snail’s pace’.

New technical
director at BSRIA
Tom Garrigan has been appointed
as the new BSRIA technical director.
After joining BSRIA in 2007 as
a test engineer, he gained broad
experience in the sector, becoming
business manager for the BSRIA
Test House in 2015. He maintains a
distinguished profile in the sector
and is well known for his expertise
in the UK and overseas.
Garrigan said: ‘I am honoured
to take on this important role for
BSRIA and for the sector. I look
forward to taking BSRIA forward
into the forthcoming challenges
presented by its strategic agenda.’

to one-sixth of the efficiency of alternatives,
such as heat pumps – and energy storage can be
done more efficiently using the National Grid.
The cost of new infrastructure is also a major
delivery risk, said LETI. It said funding seems
unlikely given the alternative of investing in
renewables with falling electricity costs. The
gas-supply industry’s proposal to manufacture
hydrogen from methane will require carbon
capture and storage (CSS), which has yet to be
proven at scale. With CO2 capture being only
90% efficient, the report’s lead author, Chris
Twinn, said sequestration would be needed.
‘The gas industry seem to be proposing CCS
and green sequestration at scale without saying
how they’re going to do that,’ he said.
■ Read our Q&A with Chris Twinn on page 61.

Energy calculation method must reflect
real-life performance, says CIBSE
CIBSE has raised concerns about how energy efficiency is measured in proposed changes to the
Building Regulations for new non-domestic buildings. The proposals are contained in the consultation
for 2021 Part L and F and the 2025 Future Buildings Standard. These set out energy and ventilation
standards for non-domestic buildings and mitigate against overheating in residential buildings.
CIBSE’s main concern is the use of primary energy and carbon emissions as the two metrics, as it
said neither facilitates comparisons of performance and are not commonly understood by consumers.
The Institution said energy use must become a key metric in the evaluation of building performance
for regulatory purposes.
CIBSE acknowledges the intent to retain performance-based standards, but says they are
undermined by the proposed approach of using a notional building (a hypothetical building similar to
the actual one being designed). This did not incentivise attention
The 2025 Future Buildings
to building form and passive design measures, and it wouldn’t
Standard aims to make new
encourage the evaluation of building-based and network
buildings zero carbon ready
solutions on a like-for-like basis, the Institution added.
The proposed continued use of the National Calculation
Model (NCM) was also questioned by CIBSE, which repeated
feedback that space heating is often underestimated by NCM.
It hoped to see changes to the heating calculation method.
CIBSE welcomed proposals to mitigate the risk of overheating
in new dwellings. The consultation introduces two methods to
control overheating the simplified method and dynamic thermal
analysis method, which is based on CIBSE’s TM59 design
methodology for the assessment of overheating risk in homes.
■ To access the policy documents and respond to the
consultations on higher performance targets for homes and
non-domestic buildings, visit ci se org ews and olic
olic The consultation deadline is 13 April 2021.
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Breathe easy
Create a healthier
workspace, with fresh
air from Daikin

Clean, healthy air shouldn’t be limited to the great
outdoors. It’s time for a fresh approach to indoor
air quality with Daikin.
Energy eﬃciency standards in building design are rising. As a result,
commercial spaces have become more airtight, meaning ventilation
and fresh air supply are more important than ever.
Our ventilation and air puriﬁcation systems have been designed to
ﬁlter out pollutants and particles, boosting indoor air quality in every
type of commercial space. So it’s possible to create healthier buildings,
for happier occupants – always with the highest energy eﬃciency.

Breathe easy, with fresh air from Daikin.
Visit daikin.co.uk/indoorairquality to explore our
full range of indoor air quality enhancing products.
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Wanted: applications
for lighting bursary
Applications are invited for the SLL
Jean Heap Research Bursary.
Open to anyone with an interest
in light and lighting, the bursary
makes available up to £4,000 for
a specific piece of lighting study or
research designed to benefit SLL
members and industry.
Launched in 2014, the bursary
is a tribute to the commitment to
lighting research and education
that Jean demonstrated throughout
her career in the lighting industry.
Manuel Spitschan won the 2020
bursary for his research proposal
luox.app: development, validation
and refinement of a free, openaccess tool for calculations related
to light and lighting.
To apply and to view Spitschan’s
video, visit bit.ly/CJMar21CN1 The
entry deadline is 31 March 2021.

CIBSE’s unsung
heroes tackling the
global pandemic
CIBSE’s 19 Special Interest Groups publish key Covid-19 advice while engaging
online, as Julian Jones, senior membership services coordinator, explains

TM65 embodied
carbon methodology
now available
CIBSE Knowledge has released a
new publication: Embodied carbon
in building services: a calculation
methodology (TM65). It presents
why the assessment for embodied
carbon of products linked to
mechanical, electrical and public
health (MEP) systems is needed
to facilitate research in whole-life
carbon in MEP systems.
It also offers guidance on using
environmental product declarations
(EPDs) for MEP systems and how to
estimate the embodied carbon of
MEP products when EPDs are not
available. Download your copy at
cibse.org/TM65

Don’t lose your
membership
CIBSE is busy managing
membership renewals at this
time. Thank you to all who
have renewed.
In the last year, membership
has granted you access to 20
new titles produced by the CIBSE
Knowledge team Portal. CIBSE has
also brought to you a large number
of webinars and events. CIBSE’s
training offering has grown, and
in 2021 the discount members can
receive for training has increased
to 15%.
Receive all the benefits of being
a CIBSE member by renewing
your membership today. Email
membership@cibse.org

Volunteers from CIBSE’s Special Interest
Groups (SIGs) have spent the past 12
months navigating the Covid-19 crisis with
a combination of resilience, intelligence and
technical expertise. As well as publishing
key guides on reducing the risk of Covid-19 in
the built environment, they have also had to
manage the migration online of committee
meetings and technical discussions.
The SIGs contribute towards research
and knowledge in specialist areas of the
built environment, for the benefit of CIBSE
members and beyond. All have a common
objective: to improve the built environment
with a focus on the sustainability and health
and wellbeing of buildings. The industrious
work these volunteers carry out justifies their
status as the unsung heroes of CIBSE.
One early adopter of online meetings was
the Intelligent Buildings Group (IBG), which
aims to help built environment specialists
use intelligence (in systems, scope or
design) to realise buildings with ‘high social,
environmental and economic objectives’.
Professor Derek Clements-Croome’s
monograph Designing buildings for people:
sustainable liveable architecture was published
in June 2020. This work typifies the IBG’s
approach to transdisciplinary research, and it
has collaborated with designers, architects,

planners, digital sociologists and many
others. Online seminars have been held on
intelligent buildings post-Covid, with subjects
including intelligent campuses, biophilic
design, and the fourth industrial revolution.
Other groups have been working to
minimise the disruption caused by the
pandemic. The Energy Performance Group,
chaired by Roger Macklin, has migrated
online its popular ‘power hour’ sessions, in
which speakers give speed presentations on
topics such as carbon offsetting, responsible
refurbishment, low carbon heat networks,
and energy use under Covid-19. The Young
Energy Performance Group delivered a series
of CPD sessions and podcasts aimed at
engineers starting out on their careers.
High-calibre technical guidance has also
flourished despite the pandemic and, in many
cases, has been led by the group volunteers.
Among the most ambitious technical
outputs has been that of the Lifts Group,
which published a comprehensive revision
of Guide D: Transportation systems in buildings
in 2020, overseen by Dr Gina Barney, group
chair. First issued in 1993, this document has
been revised on a five-year cycle to cover the
latest developments in the design, installation
and safe use of mechanical transportation
in buildings.
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Also impressive has been the update
of Heat networks: Code of Practice for the
UK (CP1), carried out with substantive
contributions by the CHP and District Heating
Group, with chair Phil Jones as lead author.
This thorough revision incorporates much of
the latest research and practice in the field,
and will be particularly pertinent for local and
central government implementation of heat
networks, especially in pursuit of net zero.
In many respects, the headlines
should belong to the groups that have
most contributed to our understanding
of the Covid-19 pandemic and the built
environment. The Healthcare Group has led
the way in informing members and industry
practitioners about transmission risks of
airborne pathogens, in healthcare premises
and other buildings. The publication of an
informative note on emergency HVAC
measures was welcomed by members,
while Health Technical Memorandum
03 has been widely used throughout the
pandemic and is currently being revised.
Chair Francis Mills has presented the findings
of these publications, and Healthcare Group
publications have been referenced by
government advisory group SAGE.
The Natural Ventilation and HVAC
Systems groups, with support from the
Facilities Management and Lifts groups,
have been responsible for three publications
to help the industry navigate the pandemic,
producing and updating Covid-19 guidance
documents on Emerging from lockdown: safely
reoccupying buildings, Recommissioning of lifts
and escalators, and Ventilation.
The healthcare sector has also been
central to the work of the Heritage Group.
CIBSE’s oldest group produced a series of
newsletters looking at the history of the
healthcare system in Britain, celebrating
the nurses and doctors who have worked
tirelessly throughout the pandemic, while
looking at the contributions of engineers in
the field. ther substantial pieces of work
include the CIBSE Heritage calendar, a study
of the Gurney stove by member Paul Yunnie,
and the consolidation of the CIBSE Heritage
catalogue in Cardiff University library.
Roisin Sweeney, CIBSE head of
membership services, thanked the volunteers
for their unrelenting efforts: ‘The sheer
amount of output from the CIBSE Groups is
impressive and the quality of the activity is
inspiring. We are very proud of our volunteers
who make all this possible, especially given
the extra challenges faced over the past
year. Thank you doesn’t come close to the
gratitude you deserve – we couldn’t do it
without you.’
For help locating the resources in this
article, email groups@cibse.org Members
and non-members can join any CIBSE Group
for free through the MyCIBSE portal.
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Update to the CIBSE
Code of Conduct
By Doug King, on behalf of the CIBSE Professional Conduct Committee
The Professional Conduct Committee (PCC) is the standing committee tasked
with supporting professional standards by maintaining the CIBSE Code of
Conduct and administering the Institution’s disciplinary procedures.
During a recent review of the Code of Conduct, PCC debated one particular
clause regarding ethical behaviour when members act on behalf of CIBSE. This
clause had been added at a previous review to bring attention to the need for
members to segregate their role with the Institution from their employment and
other interests. PCC had identified that members should not benefit financially
or commercially from their involvement with CIBSE, and should not use their
position to gain advantage over any other member.
While the existing clause provided direction regarding conflicts of interest,
PCC felt that there were other ethical behaviours that should also be referenced.
After some debate, PCC members agreed that, rather than expand the
Code of Conduct considerably, reference could simply be made to ‘The Seven
Principles of Public Life’. Clause Six of the Code of Conduct has, therefore, been
revised to read:
‘When acting on behalf of the Institution, act in accordance with the Seven
Principles of Public Life, accurately represent the views of the Institution, and refrain
from promoting their own or their employers’ interest.’
The Seven Principles of Public Life were first set out by Lord Nolan in 1995,
in the first report of the Committee on Standards in Public Life. The Nolan
Principles, as they are now widely known, outline the ethical standards to which
those working in the public sector are expected to adhere.
The principles are included in a range of codes of conduct across public life,
and are founded on the understanding that all public office holders are both
servants of the public and stewards of public resources.
The seven principles are:
1 Sel essness
Holders of public office should act solely in terms of the public interest.
2 ntegrity
Holders of public office must avoid placing themselves under any obligation to
people or organisations that might try, inappropriately, to influence them in their
work. They should not act or take decisions in order to gain financial or other
material benefits for themselves, their family, or their friends. They must declare
and resolve any interests and relationships.
3
ectivity
Holders of public office must act and take decisions impartially, fairly and on
merit, using the best evidence and without discrimination or bias.
4 ccounta ility
Holders of public office are accountable to the public for their decisions and
actions, and must submit themselves to the scrutiny necessary to ensure this.
5 penness
Holders of public office should act and take decisions in an open and transparent
manner. Information should not be withheld from the public unless there are clear
and lawful reasons for so doing.
6 onesty
Holders of public office should be truthful.
7 eadership
Holders of public office should exhibit these principles in their own behaviour.
They should actively promote and robustly support the principles and be willing to
challenge poor behaviour wherever it occurs.
The new CIBSE Code of Conduct is at www.ci se.org codeo conduct
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What it says on the tin
There is a growing focus on the accuracy of marketing and
technical information and access to evidence to support claims
about product effectiveness. Hywel Davies explains the challenges
facing marketers and manufacturers

M

any readers will recall a DIY
product advert that said ‘it
does what it says on the tin’.
Everyone wants products that
do what the marketing claims, whatever
the application. But for safety critical
products where real-life performance
could be the difference between life
and death for a building occupant or
an emergency responder, accurate and
reliable product information takes on a
whole extra dimension.
For some products that is already
recognised. Key structural products
have had third-party quality assurance
schemes for many years, with regular
audits of production and random
checking of products delivered to
projects undertaken to minimise the
risks of defective products being used
in real projects.
But recent evidence shows that
products can be placed on the market
that do not meet such stringent
requirements. Recently, one such
product was found to have been on
the market for 15 years, from 2006
onwards, based on fire test results
that the manufacturer has now
acknowledged were not representative
of the product sold. Put another way,
the product originally tested in 2005 was, essentially,
a different product from that being sold after 2006.
Yet, for 15 years, the ‘label on the tin’ said it was the
same product. And designers and installers used it
in the mistaken belief that key product data on fire
performance was accurate.
Another topical concern is with various products that
are now being brought to the market in response to the
pandemic. Devices are being presented on the basis of
their claimed ability to deactivate the SARS-CoV-2 virus
using various technologies. In some cases, laboratory
test reports are available that support aspects of the
performance of the product. But it is less common to
receive evidence that demonstrates the effectiveness of
the products in realistic and typical applications.
And, in many cases, it may not be possible to find
reliable scientific or engineering evidence to support
claims being made, and show that the product does what
it says on the website, advert or brochure.
If it was merely a decorative product for home use

it might not matter so much. But for
devices claiming to treat and purify air
to deactivate SARS-CoV-2, it is vital that
the effectiveness of the product is clearly
and independently verified. Because if
they are installed as part of a system to
provide a safe indoor environment and
they do not work as claimed, then that
environment will not be safe. Nor those
who occupy it.
Devices that use UVC radiation
must not emit radiation into occupied
areas, as UVC is harmful to humans.
Concentrations of reactive chemical
species such as ozone must be
controlled below safe exposure levels,
especially if other constituents of
the local atmosphere may react with
the active chemical to form harmful
by-products. And it’s essential to know
the background levels of, for example,
ozone, which is generated by copiers and
other office machines, and to know that
the ventilation provision in the space is
sufficient to keep the concentration at
safe levels.
A major concern is that both these
approaches fail dangerously, whether
by just not cleaning the air and not
protecting occupants, or by emitting
harmful radiation or chemicals because
of the product failure. If they are to be installed, then
there needs to be a robust means of alerting the building
manager to the failure immediately, so that mitigating
measures can be put in place at once to maintain the
safety of occupants of the affected space or spaces. And
if that failure means harmful materials or radiation are
escaping, then that equipment needs to be shut down
equally quickly and competent technicians called to
repair the problem, and then to test that the device is
working safely again.
All of this means that the building managers
need to understand how the device works, what
safety mechanisms are in place to detect failures,
alert the facility managers, and deactivate the
device. This is anything but ‘fit and forget’ or ‘plug
and play’ technology.
Everyone is aware of the requirements for testing
medical devices or even vaccines, and the rigour that is
applied. Yet there is currently no such safeguard in place
for the many new products being brought to market

“There is no
safeguard in
place for the
many new
products
being brought
to market to
‘deal with’
SARS-CoV-2”

■
DR HYWEL DAVIES
is technical
director at CIBSE
www.cibse.org
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TWO LEGENDS, TWO CONTINENTS
140 YEARS OF SHARED HISTORY...
TODAY, STRONGER AS ONE
Gerry
Price

Noel
Holyoake

info.priceindustries.com/holyoake

Introducing Holyoake by Price
Over 65 years ago and 13,000 km apart, both Noel Holyoake and Ernest
H. Price laid the foundations for what would become two powerhouses in the
HVAC industry, Holyoake Air Management Solutions and Price Industries. Today,
we are excited to announce the joining of these two forces; effective March 1,
2021, Price will acquire an interest in Holyoake to form Holyoake by Price.
Holyoake by Price will continue to operate as an independent business. The
Price philosophy is sharing over mandating, and providing full access to leverage knowledge, products, and best practices. What makes this partnership so

exciting is the opportunity to work alongside a team that shares a strong focus
on taking care of our customers and our people.
To our customers, we are extremely excited for the opportunities this partnership will bring to you. In the coming months, you can expect to hear more
details around new products becoming available. We know that by working together as one, we will become the global leader of commercial HVAC products.
For more information, please visit info.priceindustries.com/holyoake

ABOUT HOLYOAKE AIR MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
Founded in 1953 by Noel Holyoake, Holyoake Air Management Solutions has grown to become a leading manufacturer of commercial HVAC products for the Australasian market. Just like Price, Holyoake held a manufacturing and sales license for a different manufacturer’s product line. When that relationship ended, the company
focused their engineering and innovation capabilities to develop their own line of products. Today, Holyoake has built a strong reputation of delivering high quality
products backed by ﬁrst class customer service.
“I have always promoted the idea in our business that whatever we are doing today, we have to do better tomorrow. I see the partnership with Price as
being a giant leap for tomorrow and many tomorrows to follow.” - Noel Holyoake, Founder Holyoake Air Management Solutions

ABOUT PRICE INDUSTRIES
For more than 70 years, Price has remained a privately held business with corporate headquarters in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada and US operations headquartered
in Atlanta, Georgia. The founding principles of Price have never changed – business integrity, ﬁrst class service, innovation and a commitment to people. It is these
principles which have allowed Price to become the commercial HVAC leader in North America.
“Our job, as partners with Holyoake, is to enable Holyoake’s success. We trust the leaders there like we trust our own leaders. Our goal is to be a forever
company, and the only way to be a forever company, is to grow.” - Gerry Price, Price Industries Chairman and CEOwww.cibsejournal.com March 2021 15
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to ‘deal with’ SARS-CoV-2. And, as shown by recent
revelations, there is also real concern over the accuracy
and relevance of product test data for various fire-safety
products. Not only that, but concern that manufacturers
have been partial in their disclosure of test results to
product-approvals bodies, with the suggestion that poor
results have been withheld.
Two initiatives are now under way to address these
concerns. The first is the creation of a new safety
regulator for construction products with the Office for
Product Safety and Standards. This regulator will work
alongside the new Building Safety Regulator and have
the power to remove unsafe products from the market,
and to set minimum levels of testing and evidence of
safety and effectiveness to be met.
The second is the Code for Construction Product
Information, a new code of practice and conduct for
testing, marketing and delivery of product data for
all construction products. The Independent Review
of Building Regulations and Fire Safety called for
radical change in the regulation and marketing of
construction products, and challenged industry
to improve the communication of construction
product information.
The draft code has been developed by the
Construction Products Association (CPA), but is
designed for all who make products to be installed

in buildings or civil engineering works. The code will
require manufacturers to deliver specific information
to support claims of compliance with, or achievement
of, the requirements of any industry standard or
certification scheme, and to provide verifiable
information to support any claims about the product.
It will also require that the information provided is
consistent with the product that is actually supplied
to the market.
Under the code, producers of novel products will
have to obtain robust evidence of the effectiveness
of their product before making claims about it in
marketing literature or in advertisements. The code
also seeks to drive a change of culture within the
construction products sector to focus on reliable and
accurate product information. Given recent revelations,
this will need to include a culture of openness and
transparency with product testing, certification and
regulatory bodies.
The draft code, which is being managed by
MRA Research for the CPA, is out for consultation
until 31 March 2021. You can respond directly at
www.buildingsafely.co.uk and CIBSE would also
like to hear from readers with comments at technical@
cibse.org. We would particularly like to hear from those
responsible for product information relating to building
services products.

SMART LIGHTING
GUIDE WEBINAR
20 April 2021, 13:00 (BST)
Register here:
bit.ly/cibsewebinars

Are you sizing comfortably?
AVAILABLE NOW ON DEMAND
Register here: bit.ly/cibsewebinars
Brought to you by:

Brought to you by:
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We design, you install!

Reduce costs,
time & risk
Download our free guide
to optimising your building
services installation.
walraven.com/en/bsi-guide

Walraven Project Support
Our project support service is available to anyone who wants help designing optimal fixing solutions for their project. Whether
it’s pipe supports, rooftop plant, or fire stopping, our technical advisers can provide advice, designs, calculations, BIM models
and more – to make your job easier!
We can help you deal with complex issues like thermal expansion, corrosion or vibration. With our range of quality and often innovative
products, we can design solutions that can save you time on site, reduce overall costs and reduce risk. The earlier you engage with us the
more likely we can help you design the optimal solution.

The value of smart
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BURO HAPPOLD
TAKES BUILDING
CHAMPION CROWN

Engineer wins four CIBSE Building Performance Awards, including Public
Use Building of the Year and Consultant of the Year (over 300 employees)

B

uro Happold has been named 2021 Building Performance
Champion at the CIBSE Building Performance Awards.
The awards were held virtually for the first time last
month, when the global engineering consultancy went
one better than last year by claiming four accolades in total.
It was named Consultancy of the Year (over 300
employees) – and was praised by the judges for taking ‘a holistic view of
building performance that draws back into wider sustainability views’,
and for going ‘beyond the standard engineering offer’. This was evident
in The House at Cornell Tech, which won Project of the Year – Public
Use. The judges called it an exemplar for future-proofed, multi-family
Jaguar Land Rover Advanced Product
Creation Centre engineered by Buro Happold

Building Performance Consultancy of
the Year (over 300 employees)
Winner: Buro Happold
The judges hailed Buro Happold as a ‘company our industry should
aspire to be’, and praised it for the holistic view that draws back into
wider sustainability, reaching beyond the standard engineering offer.
Having declared a climate emergency, the ﬁrm encouraged others
to do the same by launching its Engineers Declare platforms. In
2020, it published its ﬁrst global sustainability report, committing its
business operations to be net zero by April 2021. It is aiming for all

residential design, and said it ‘delivers
Passivhaus on a large scale, which ties in social
aspects and lessons learned from the building
performance to educate occupants’.
The firm’s staff training and continual
development were also acknowledged by
the judges, who were impressed by the
consultancy’s many collaborations. One such
effort, working with UCL on its post-project
review guidelines, helped Buro Happold win
the Learning and Development Award.
The judges felt that Buro Happold’s
willingness to champion sustainability, work
with others and learn from projects made it a
worthy overall winner. Chair of judges Hywel
Davies said: ‘Buro Happold has shown clear
leadership and demonstrated how to deliver
low carbon buildings at scale and reduce the
impact of existing buildings, which remains a
huge challenge across the building stock.’ CJ
Watch the event at bit.ly/CJMar21BPA

new buildings to by net zero in operation by 2030, with all
projects net zero by 2050.
It is a Pioneering Delivery Partner for the Design
for Performance initiative, an early signatory to the
World Green Building Council (GBC) Net Zero Carbon
Buildings Commitment, and active in the CIBSE Energy
Performance Group and Health and Wellbeing Working
Group, as well as the new Knowledge Generation Panel.
Buro Happold is also a leading contributor to the Society
of Façade Engineering and its work on façade safety.
Collaboration is central to the success of its projects,
and the ﬁrm employs a variety of techniques to promote
it. One example is its extensive work with C40 Cities
around the world.
The judges praised Buro Happold’s innovative tool
development, offered open source to industry, funding of
research through its PhD programme, and staff training.
Sponsored by
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Project of the Year – Public Use
Winner: The House at Cornell Tech – Buro Happold
The hub of student life at Cornell Tech, The House forms the
cornerstone of the university’s Roosevelt Island Technology
Campus in New York City.
This 26-storey building, which contains 352 apartments for
student and faculty housing, won the award with its holistic
integration of engineering, social aspects and lessons learned.
At the time of its design and construction, it became the
world’s tallest and largest Passivhaus-certiﬁed project. By
achieving dual certiﬁcation for Passivhaus and EED Platinum,
the design approach at The House provides an exemplar
model for future-proofed, multi-family residential design.
The building is a ﬂat-slab concrete structure with careful
attention to thermal breaks at the boundaries. The envelope
is a prefabricated metal panel system, with triple-glazed
windows inserted and sealed. Fresh air is tempered and
delivered via energy-recovery ventilators, with heating and
cooling provided by air-cooled VRF in a ﬂoor-by-ﬂoor design to
overcome height and refrigerant charge restrictions.
udges praised the Buro Happold team for using the annual
re-education of new student tenants to improve performance.
They were also impressed that future-prooﬁng was built into
the building’s fabric, not just the technology.

The assivhaus certiﬁed ouse at ornell Tech in ew or

Learning and Development
Winner: University College London (UCL)
Post-project Review Guidelines and Buro Happold
A client-led, collaborative process, with clear impact and
tangible outcomes, was highlighted by the judges, as
Buro Happold and UC ’s post-project review (PPR) guidelines
won this award.
The judges were impressed by a well thought through
approach to post-occupancy evaluation (P E), and the
standardisation and clear application of a difﬁcult process.
UC is in year six of a 10-year 1.25bn capital programme,
with 1 projects on site, and 177 completed and in operation.
With Buro Happold and Alexi Marmot Associates, it launched
PPR guidelines to ensure buildings are performing as intended.
For all projects, the PPR includes a project implementation
review (PIR), while for projects of more than 10m – or that
are business critical – a full P E is also performed. A suite
of resources has been created, and there is a central ‘lessons
learned’ tracker, from which UC ’s team feeds learning into
new and existing projects.
In its ﬁrst two years, the PIR process has been applied to 10

UCL’s post-project review guidelines ensure learning feeds into existing projects

major projects. The ﬁrst to complete a PIR and P E was
22 Gordon Street, the 22m refurbishment and extension
to UC ’s Bartlett School of Architecture. A 0% reduction
in operational energy use per m2 was demonstrated,
despite ﬂoor area increasing and greater environmental
control throughout the building.
Sponsored by
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Project of the
Year – Commercial/
Industrial
Winner: morepacific
Seo l r p

The stunning Amorepaciﬁc building
was praised for its range of features
that address local challenges and
the global climate agenda. Over
29 storeys and 216,000m2, the
landmark HQ for South Korea’s largest
cosmetics ﬁrm includes company
facilities, a public atrium, museum,
auditorium and conference centre.
Arup’s brief was to create an exemplar for low energy and sustainability,
and this inﬂuenced design decisions from the macro scale – volume,
height and shape – to the micro scale, with controls, metering and custom
luminaires. The result is a building that has the form, materials and
systems to provide an excellent working environment that is low energy
in use. This is borne out by the operational energy performance, which is
50% below South Korean benchmarks for commercial buildings.
Delicate brise soleil cladding contributes signiﬁcantly to the aesthetic
and environmental performance, while the natural ventilation, shading
and underﬂoor air conditioning are integral to the low carbon approach. It
was awarded LEED Gold (Core and Shell 2009) by the USGBC.
The judges commended the project for its contribution to the quality of
life for the building’s occupants and visitors.
Highly commended: DaiyaGate Ikebukuro – Nikken Sekkei

Project of the Year –
Residential
Winner: Camden Mews –
ax ordham
This winning project’s design intent
of zero heating impressed the judges,
who were interested in the range of
innovations and how they might be
scalable and replicable.
Using the Passivhaus standard, the
building was designed so the heat
loss on a cold winter’s day would be
no more than the heat generated by
the people within. It was expected
Sponsored by
that a rooftop PV array could meet the
annual energy demands of the house.
With its thermally massive
structure, effective window opening
areas, glossy white external ﬁnishes to window shutters, and effective
night-time ventilation, the building is also designed to stay comfortable in
extremely hot weather (its peak measured internal temperature was 28°C
on 25 July 2019, when London reached 38°C). Building a new house on a
small inﬁll site in a narrow, cobbled mews brought spatial and planning
constraints, however. Planted terraces were needed to reduce overlooking
by neighbours, but this meant a bigger thermal envelope and smaller roof
area for the PV – ultimately thwarting the zero-heating aspiration.
The judges noted the maximisation of daylight and warm lighting, while
inclusivity aspects and separation for ageing occupants also impressed –
as did the consideration of embodied energy, well ahead of requirements.

Project of the Year –
International
Winner: DaiyaGate Ikebukuro – Nikken Sekkei
Nikken Sekkei’s multidimensional approach to building
performance was key to the success of DaiyaGate
Ikebukuro in Japan. Despite being a very complex
project – it is connected to and constructed over Tokyo’s
busy Ikebukuro Station – the judges said the project was
a great example of a ‘digital twin’.
With earthquakes a risk in Tokyo, the building had to
be capable of providing refuge for up to 85,000 people.
The MEP design also had to achieve robust seismic
resilience and redundancy, effective and ﬂexible ofﬁce
space, occupant comfort, energy conservation, large
ﬂoor plates and high environmental performance.
Part of the solution was the development of a
new perimeter through-wall-unit, using exhaust
heat recovery, for independent cooling/heating and
ventilation of each ofﬁce area. Actual primary energy
consumption was reduced by about 50% compared with
a baseline building, and the peak power demand of the
whole building is very low, at 38W/m2.
Highly Commended: Monash Gillies Hall – Aecom

Project of the Year – Retrofit
Winner: Abu Dhabi Department of Energy (DOE)
Energ etrofit ilot ro ect
Realising signiﬁcant energy savings with minimal
intervention helped GRFN land this award. The target
was to retroﬁt eight buildings owned by the Department
of Energy (DoE) in Abu Dhabi and the city of Al Ain. It is
part of the DOE’s strategy to reduce electricity and water
consumption in the Emirate’s public sector by 22% and
32% respectively by 2030 (compared with 2013).
GRFN retroﬁtted the building systems, from the
plantroom through to the occupied spaces. The judges
praised the relatively light-touch approach and use
of proven technology, which produced signiﬁcant
improvement in performance. The eight buildings saw
an average baseline energy use index of 470kWh.m-2
per year reduced to 293kWh.m-2 per year – a saving of
around 38% over an 11-month implementation period,
with less than seven years’ payback on investment.
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ENGINEER OF THE YEAR

Building Performance Engineer of the Year

Sponsored by

Winner: Aleksandra (Sasha) Krstanovic – mstep (formerly of Aecom)
Sasha Krstanovic has been named Building Performance Engineer
of the Year after impressing the judges with her enthusiasm for
inspiring the next generation of engineers to take an active role in
building performance. The judges described her proactive approach to
informal post-occupancy evaluation as unique, allowing her to discover
and ameliorate issues, particularly in innovative systems. They felt
Krstanovic’s passion for the role of engineers in mitigating climate
change makes her a great ambassador for CIBSE.
‘Sasha’s view that the challenges we face as an industry must be
tackled not only with our skills, but also with a completely different
mindset is very refreshing and inspiring,’ the judges said.
In an industry with few female role models in leadership positions,
the director, chartered engineer and Fellow of CIBSE has broken the
mould. As an experienced designer, Krstanovic challenges the norm,
and has delivered exemplar low energy/carbon projects, including:
■ University of Nottingham, Energy Technology Building – world’s
first zero carbon laboratory
■ The Apex, Bury St Edmunds – a music auditorium heated and cooled
by an underground lake
■ The Turnmill – London’s first speculative commercial office to rely
solely on ground source heat pumps for heating and cooling.
Krstanovic recently started her own MEP/environmental engineering
consultancy mstep. With Aecom, she recently helped transform the
UN’s headquarters in Geneva, introducing smart working, while using

circular economy principles to bring this historic
building into the 21st century.
To produce better multidisciplinary design,
Krstanovic created the Better Buildings group at
Aecom, which has led to new design standards, to
include sustainability and building performance
checks in reviews at each stage of a project.
She also tutors at Nottingham University School
of Architecture and on the Loughborough
University Intelligent Buildings Course,
giving monthly talks and workshops for
architects, engineers and clients on the
practical application of low energy/low
carbon solutions. As a CIBSE volunteer
mentor, Krstanovic helps women at
the mid-stage of their career. She also
guides engineers towards chartership.
The nominees in this category
were outstanding, the judges said,
and inspired them to consider how
critical the building services
engineer’s role is to achieving
our ambitions for safe, netzero buildings.

Consultancy of the Year –
Up to 50 employees

Consultancy of the Year –
51-300 employees

Lawler Consulting is ‘walking the talk’, the judges said, with
the FitWell analysis of its head ofﬁce in Kilkenny, Ireland,
which has numerous features that support the wellbeing of
its employees. The multidisciplinary consultancy – which
also has ofﬁces in Dublin, Cork and ondon – submitted a
comprehensive and well-evidenced entry, the judges added,
with strong and relevant supporting documentation.
It provided real evidence of work done and achievements
with local authorities and commercial ﬁrms, including Dublin
City Council and Meubles Furniture Store.
The judges were impressed by awler’s focus on the netzero carbon agenda, and on occupant and client satisfaction.
In particular, they commented on the company making
delivery of energy performance a standalone service offering.
An upfront bond is provided to the client and withheld
until the intended energy performance is achieved, typically
after 12 months’ occupancy. This encourages an ‘energy in
use’ approach, which awler claims is a much more effective
way of delivering actual performance. It has led to greater
understanding beyond design and commissioning, it said, and
enabled it to see the physical implementation, monitoring and
veriﬁcation, and product total life-cycle costing.
The judges also highlighted awler’s experience of using
the NABERS system for improving building performance.

ondon-based Carbon Intelligence was described by the BPA
judges as being ‘ahead of its time in its service to clients’.
In winning a closely fought category, the sustainability
consulting and data company impressed with its specialist
building performance knowledge – in particular, its expertise
in the net-zero carbon buildings agenda, and occupant and
client satisfaction.
Carbon Intelligence provides advanced smart data
solutions for monitoring building performance, and works
with businesses as a trusted partner and adviser, placing its
team within the client team to deliver their expert services.
Its ADAPT platform collates, veriﬁes and analyses data, using
machine-learning to create performance benchmarks and
highlight and even diagnose problems, alerting site teams and
engineers to appropriate actions.
During the Covid-19 lockdowns, this approach has helped
several clients reduce their energy consumption by more than
70% – well above the average reduction of 1 % – resulting in
signiﬁcant cost and carbon savings. It is now being applied to
support clients to safely and successfully reopen workplaces.
Carbon Intelligence has worked with UK-GBC and others to
develop technical guides, and participates in working groups
looking at advancing net zero buildings and developing energy
performance targets for net-zero carbon ofﬁces.

Winner: Lawler Consulting

Sasha Krstanovic

Winner: Carbon Intelligence
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Facilities Management
Winner: London South Bank
University Campus – London
South Bank University

‘A true FM submission that focused on
more than just building performance’
was one reason cited by the judges for
London South Bank University (LSBU)
Estates Department winning this
award. They also noted the praise of
academic stakeholders for the team,
while the entry contained excellent
instances of knowledge transfer and
training of future engineers.
Sponsored by
The university hosts more than
17,000 students across 14 campus
buildings in central London, and
the judges were impressed by the
examples of overcoming the challenges of working within live, densely
occupied and ageing city centre buildings. Over the past decade, the FM
team has reduced carbon emissions across the campus by 5%. It has
also cut water use by around 25 million litres per year.
Among the projects LSBU has implemented is the installation,
maintenance and optimisation of a balanced energy network – the ﬁrst
5th-generation heat network in the UK –which uses high-temperature heat
pumps to offset gas use in two of the largest buildings on campus. It also
replaced four ageing ground source heat pumps in one building with two
reversible heat pumps providing low carbon heating and cooling.

Product or innovation
of the Year – Wellbeing
Winner: Productivity mapping;
making the business case for
wellbeing – Cundall
Cundall has developed a toolkit
that makes the case for investing in
workplace design by demonstrating
how it can increase wellbeing and
productivity – and, ultimately, save on
overall operating costs. Its productivity
mapping tool quantiﬁes elements
of the indoor environmental quality,
such as temperature, CO2 levels and
daylight, and can be used to measure
and optimise employee productivity in
Sponsored by
existing workplaces, as well as at the
design stage of new buildings.
The company used the latest academic and industry research to
produce a bespoke parametric modelling tool that demonstrates where
occupant performance metrics are linked with the environmental
parameters of thermal comfort, CO2 and daylighting on an hourly basis.
The data can be used to aggregate the loss of productivity, which –
when combined with an organisation’s revenue or the salary costs of the
occupier – provides an assessment of the ﬁnancial impact for a range of
measures. When linked with the capital costs, it can be used to show the
ﬁnancial return on investment of each intervention.
Praising the mapping tool for the effective way it demonstrates to
clients the impact of wellbeing, judges said Cundall had found a novel way
to assess wellbeing and link it to productivity.

Product or Innovation of the
Year – Thermal Comfort
Winner: VirtuPVT – Naked Energy
Naked Energy’s VirtuPVT stood ‘head and shoulders
above the rest’, according to the judges, who said it
achieves cleaner integration of renewable technologies
in buildings to meet 21st-century energy needs.
VirtuPVT combines thermal and solar PV, and allows
buildings to offset gas and electricity consumption. Its
unique vacuum-tube PVT design means it can deliver
heat up to 70°C, so can contribute to domestic hot water,
space heating and process heat, while simultaneously
producing electricity for onsite consumption or export.
The tubes can be mounted vertically or horizontally,
and are optimised for visual impact and wind loading.
Each tube can deliver a maximum of 275kW thermal
and 70kW electrical, and – in the UK – typical yield is
expected to be around 213kWhth and 60kWhe per tube.
By adding the 20% efﬁciency of PV cells to the 0%
efﬁciency of a solar thermal collector, VirtuPVT can
achieve total efﬁciencies of up to 0%, making it the
highest energy-density solar technology in the world.

Collaboration

Winner: Streatham and Clapham High School –
OR Consulting Engineers
Extending a busy London high school while keeping it
fully operational and adopting a ‘green’ design strategy
was a challenge OR Consulting Engineers met, thanks to
close collaborative working with stakeholders.
The Girls’ Day School Trust wanted to extend the
school to cater for new ﬂexible teaching, a sixth form
and dining spaces, but increasing the footprint of site
excavation or introducing boreholes was not permitted.
At every step, the team undertook workshops for
the client, teachers, pupils and neighbours to ensure all
parties understood what was being proposed.
A document-sharing portal was set up, Revit and
SketchUp were used to communicate ideas, and simple
mock-ups were built to test plans. Judges said the project
showed a clear structured and collaborative approach –
with an exemplar use of post-occupancy evaluation.
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The CIBSE Building Performance Awards took place
virtually this year on the 25 February 2021.
Wherever you are in the world, you can now watch
the Awards on-demand whenever you like.
Head over to the CIBSE Building Performance Awards website
to listen to our incredible speakers and celebrate our fantastic
winners for 2021.
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AWARDS

| COVID ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

OUT OF THE
ORDINARY

The Covid Achievement Awards recognise those who have responded to
the challenge of making people and buildings safe during the pandemic
Four teams involved in the delivery of the
Nightingale Hospitals have been recognised
in CIBSE’s first Covid Achievement Awards.
The accolades recognise the remarkable work
that building services professionals, with their
supply chains, have undertaken to contribute
to the nation’s efforts to combat the effects
of Covid-19. Created for 2021, in association
with CIBSE Journal, the awards take account
of the challenges faced by individuals, teams,
organisations and projects, across the full
range of built environment activities.
Buro Happold, the 2021 Building Champion
in the CIBSE Building Performance Awards,

was also recognised for its use of modelling
and analytics in helping universities reopen
after the first lockdown.
There were four entries from teams
involved in the creation of the UK’s
Nightingale Hospitals, which were constructed
as the UK went into its first lockdown.
Such was the achievement of delivering
these Covid-19 hospitals in extraordinary
circumstances that the judges decided not to
single out any one particular entry.
Ed Wealend, head of research and
innovation at Cundall, said: ‘All the shortlisted
entries turned around something pretty
incredible in a short period of time. They all
deserve the same amount of credit.’
The judges recognised the uniquely
challenging circumstances. ‘It wasn’t just about
the design,’ said Hywel Davies, chair of the
judges. ‘It was the long hours, with half the
supply chain trying to shut down on them.’
They also praised the level of collaboration. ‘All
of the hierarchical structures that you usually
have went away,’ said Susan Hone-Brooks,
chief engineer for construction at MTC.
The judges believe it is vital the construction
industry learns from the NHS Nightingale
Hospitals. ‘These teams created some
incredible outputs,’ said Nick Buckingham,
UK managing director at Colt International.
‘Imagine what we could build if we worked in
this way all the time.’
The following teams have been recognised:

Hoare Lea Healthcare team –
NHS Nightingale Hospitals, UK
Over two time-critical months, and across seven locations,
Hoare Lea provided MEP and fire engineering design,
testing, witnessing and validation to support the design and
construction of the UK’s Nightingale field hospitals.
The first site needed to be delivered in 17 days, so Hoare
Lea’s teams had less than 12 hours to mobilise. The needs
of each site differed – and as more was understood about
the Covid-19 virus, the engineers had to evolve the building
services. Major procurement challenges resulting from
the national lockdown were overcome by a flexible design
approach, as the teams delivered around 5,000 intensive care beds and supporting facilities.
Hoare Lea’s chartered CIBSE/IHEEM engineers also helped resolve vital issues with
ventilation, temperature control, oxygen pipework routing, oxygen concentration calculations,
and water quality.

Ridge and Partners –
NHS Nightingale
Hospital, Bristol
Ridge’s brief was to deliver more
than 300 intensive care beds in the
mothballed University of the West of
England Exhibition Centre, in Bristol,
within four weeks. By midday the same
day, ﬂoor tiles were being lifted and
services modiﬁed to enable critical
timescale items to be targeted ﬁrst.
Ridge compared the potential of
the existing MEP infrastructure to the
relevant Health Technical Memoranda
for intensive care provision. New
services that were required were all
achieved through intrusive surveys/
validations recorded in a matter of days,
before moving on to evaluation and
adoption reconﬁguration design.
Ridge was based on site 12 hours a
day, seven days a week. It modelled the
intensive care beds using BIM, to ensure
timely approval by NHS clinicians, while
keeping the overall design ﬂexible to suit
the availability of products.

RSP/BDP – NHS
Nightingale Hospital,
London
BDP and RSP worked collaboratively to
convert the ExCeL London exhibition
centre into an emergency Covid-19
hospital with 4,000 intensive care beds,
delivering the ﬁrst 500 in nine days.
Consultants from different practices
worked with a huge team of contractors,
suppliers, specialists and the Army.
BDP’s architects took on the role of lead
consultant, coordinating the design
proposals and providing engineering
services, alongside RSP and Eta Projects.
Teams had to make immediate
decisions to allow construction to
progress in parallel with design. Solutions
had to be ﬂexible, rapid to construct, and
cope with changing requirements. Where
possible, maximum use was made
of the ExCeL’s existing infrastructure
and temporary systems, with existing
services upgraded and enhanced where
necessary. For more details see ‘Rapid
response’ CIBSE Journal, May 2020
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Services Design Solution – NHS
Nightingale Hybrid Facility, Exeter
A former warehouse, the Nightingale Hospital in Exeter was built
to treat Covid-19 patients, but now also offers diagnostic testing so
the region’s five other hospitals can continue to deliver essential
clinical services.
The 116-bed, mini general hospital took less than 57 days
to complete, with Services Design Solution (SDS) acting as
the building services consulting engineers. Its engineers were
based on site, allowing direct communication with the design
and construction teams. This was vital because of the speed and
changing requirements of the project, including updated official
guidance from scientific advisers as the pandemic developed.
A 3D survey of the existing warehouse was carried out by SDS
to understand its constraints. This informed the BIM model,
produced to deliver a ‘right first time’ approach.

It’s good to stand out
from the rest

The Ultimate choice
Introducing the new

Titon Ultimate™ dMEV
Buro Happold Analytics team
Buro Happold’s Analytics team worked with seven UK and Irish
universities to help them facilitate social distancing and promote
the health and wellbeing of students and staff. The number
and complexity of interrelated issues made planning complex,
involving a range of stakeholders, from timetabling and estates
staff, to department heads and student and staff representatives.
Buro Happold used innovative modelling to optimise the
capacity of different teaching spaces and applied this to thousands
of spaces to determine the overall capacity of a university’s campus.
Real-time analytics and ‘what if’ modelling enabled collaborative
decision-making with stakeholders, while ‘day in life’ modelling
highlighted potential social-distancing hot spots around campus.
Buro Happold also considered the flow of people inside
buildings, and then detailed interventions that could improve their
circulation and facilitate social distancing.
The judges commended the firm for the big impact its work had
on getting the universities open again.

The new high performing Titon Ultimate™ dMEV is an ultra quiet low
profile fan, which is specifically designed for new build or refurbishment
projects. One fan fits all and is ideal for bathrooms, kitchens and utility
room applications.
With adjustable continuous and boost speed settings available, the
Titon Ultimate™ dMEV utilises an efficient DC motor and incorporates
a uniquely designed impeller/guide vane combination to produce high
flow rates and pressure.
• The best dMEV performing fan on
the market

• Low profile aesthetic circular design
• 4 button and LED display to allow for
simple control

• Low specific fan power down to
0.11 W/l/s

• Quick and easy commissioning and
set up

• 3 configurable speed options
(Trickle, Boost and High Boost)

• Extremely low running costs

• Constant flow to guarantee
ventilation performance

• High performance brushless DC
motor

• Meets stringent 20 Pa back pressure
requirement

• PCDB listed for inclusion within SAP

• Quiet running, only 10 dB(A) at 3m,
low speed

• Unique high performance impeller
and guide vane design
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#Ventilation
#dMEV
#EasyInstall
#FastCommissioning
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WATER’S EDGE

Measuring the impact of thousands of gallons of water cascading through a deeply
forested shopping centre was difficult enough for Atelier Ten’s modelling team,
without having to consider trains passing through the building’s core. Andy Pearson
finds out how they used cutting-edge models to meet the challenge at Singapore’s
Jewel Changi Airport, and won a CIBSE Building Simulation Award in the process

T

he world’s tallest indoor waterfall is the
centrepiece of Jewel, at Singapore’s Changi
Airport. In an otherworldly space, water
showers down from an oculus in the centre
of the building’s 200 metre-diameter, toroidal
glass roof.
The waterfall plunges 40m into a valley blanketed by
an indoor forest of 1,400 trees; the valley’s sides rise up
five storeys in a series of terraced gardens. Trails twist up
through the terraces, a canopy of activity nets is strung
above the tree tops, and a sky bridge provides visitors with
a vertical perspective down onto the vegetation.
Beneath this 20,000m2 forest garden are five floors of
280 shops, restaurants and a hotel. Designed by Safdie
Architects, and located between the airport’s existing
terminals, the Jewel building is open to the airport and the
city. Trains carrying passengers to the airport’s terminals
pass through this lush space on an elevated track.
The biggest challenge of Jewel Changi Airport was the
potential impact of the waterfall on occupant comfort. The
main concern was the air movement generated by 23m3 of
water falling every minute. There was no precedent for an
indoor waterfall of this scale, so environmental engineering
consultant Atelier Ten used computer modelling and the

MODELLING DAYLIGHT
Modelling was the key to resolving the competing demands of light and
heat for the gardens. Plants need high levels of daylight to thrive, but with
high levels of daylight come high levels of solar heat, which could make
the space uncomfortable for visitors.
Using a combination of bespoke ray-tracing and illuminance prediction
software linked to the architect’s 3D BIM model, Atelier Ten modelled
the light coming through each triangular glass cell of the grid shell roof
(designed by Buro Happold) for each hour of the day over a year, to
evaluate different glazing materials and surface coatings in terms of
energy demand and use.
The modelling resulted in a glass coating being selected that admits
62% of the sun’s energy as visible light while admitting only 33% of
that energy as heat. In addition, a frit-pattern was applied to the glass
in different densities, to further reduce the solar gains in areas where
daylight levels were less critical. The ability to limit solar gain was vital in
reducing cooling demand to keep the public spaces comfortable.
Mapping the daylight also gave PWP Landscape Architecture a
thorough understanding of the quantity of light available when it came
to determining the planting for a particular area to create the lushly
landscaped forest valley for a climate-controlled indoor forest. Atelier Ten
worked with PWP to adjust the surface properties of the glass to shine
more light into areas where plant species required higher light levels.
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1 Tree canopy to provide shading 2 Heat stack effect – vertical heat gains draw warm air up vertically 3 Radiant slab cooling to absorb heat from solar-beam radiation and
provide cooling at occupied levels 4 Heat stratiﬁcation-based ventilation for low-level occupancy cooling 5 Localised cooling from central water feature 6 Spectrally selective
glazing with high visual light transmittance and low solar gains 7 Retractable sail shades over event space for localised solar control 8 Smoke vents in roof to exhaust hot air
collected below the roof 9 Fritted glass with varying density of frit to minimise solar gains 10 Insulated opaque panels on vertical façades balances transparent glazing on roof
Top: The concrete slabs with embedded cooling act as a giant thermal
buffer to absorb the solar heat before it can be radiated into the air

application of fundamental building physics to recreate the
environmental impact on the indoor environment.
If modelling the deluge wasn’t challenging enough,
the design team also had to measure the impact of trains
running through the space. Complex software was used
to find a way for trains to simultaneously enter and leave
without conditioned air escaping the building.
The dependency on modelling for the success of the
project meant building physics was at the core of the
workflow, says Atelier Ten director Meredith Davey.
‘We used it to inform the design development rather than
for simply validating our finished design,’ he adds.
The Jewel opened last year and, thanks to the extensive
modelling, the waterfall and trains have had no adverse
affect on plants or visitors. In November, its success
was recognised by Atelier Ten winning a CIBSE Building
Simulation Award.

A shopping mall like no other
The scheme has similarities with the series of giant
air conditioned greenhouses of Singapore’s Gardens
by the Bay attraction, for which Atelier Ten was also
the environmental engineering consultant. At Jewel,
the consultant provided strategic environmental
design, analytical consultancy and conceptual
services engineering.
As with Gardens by the Bay, the challenge was to achieve
the delicate balance of providing natural light for the plants
and thermal comfort for visitors, while minimising the
building’s energy demands in Singapore’s tropical climate.
Conditioning the volume under the glass roof would
have used enormous amounts of energy, so only the
occupied zones are conditioned. These are maintained at
a temperature of approximately 24°C using a combination
of integrated displacement ventilation and hard paved
areas with embedded chilled water pipework. ‘It worked
well at Gardens by the Bay, so we thought it was a good idea
to do it again,’ says Davey.
Dealing with the solar gains was one issue, but by far the
biggest challenge was the potential impact of the waterfall
on occupant comfort. ‘For Gardens by the Bay, we did
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some modelling of the impact of a waterfall on the internal
conditions, which, although crude, was broadly right,’ says
Davey. ‘[In Jewel] the scale of the waterfall and its central
location in the space was so integral to occupant comfort
that we had to go way beyond making simple assumptions.’
Designed by WET, the waterfall – or rain vortex as it is
termed – is an impressive piece of engineering. Rain falling
on the inner slope of the toroidal roof flows down to a slot
opening forming the perimeter of the oculus.
From this opening, a vortex of water plunges down
eight storeys, the final three of which are contained within
a giant, transparent, acrylic tube as it passes through
basement retail. At the foot of the fall, water is collected
and pumped back up to the roof, to ensure a constant flow
of 4.5m3 per minute. The spectacle is enhanced for 20
minutes in every hour, when pumps ramp up to deliver
water at up to 23m3 per minute.
The intent was to model, in detail, the impact of the
waterfall on the space. While the cascading water will
naturally cool the air through adiabatic evaporation, its
impact on the huge volume was, Davey says, ‘relatively
minor’. Of much more concern was the air movement
generated by the huge volume of falling water.
When it came to modelling this, the engineer found very
little information. Davey says the modellers spoke to an
academic who had modelled airflow in a shower to find out

The toroidal roof of the Jewel makes an impressive addition to Singapore

why the shower curtain is drawn into the cubical when the shower is in
use. ‘That was the nearest approximation we could find to modelling air
movement around a waterfall,’ he says. The design team corresponded
with him to outline its proposed methodology, which he endorsed as
appearing to be ‘on the right track’.
The reason it was so difficult to model the impact of the waterfall on
the surrounding air is because it is a series of interacting elements. As
each drop of water falls through the air it creates a comet’s tail of drag
behind it that accelerates the surrounding air. Then the team modelled
what happens when two water droplets next to each other fall through
the air: ‘There is some drag, but there is also interference, so it is not a
perfect teardrop,’ Davey explains.
The more droplets modelled, the more complex the model. For
example, they wanted to know what the impact would be of a droplet
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falling in the middle of 30 million droplets. In this case, the air around
the droplet will already have been accelerated, but the droplet will
still be accelerating because of gravity, Davey says. ‘In very fast air, the
droplet will be pulled apart to become smaller droplets, so the model
very rapidly goes from what sounded like a simple challenge to a hugely
complex task to define what is actually going on.’
Their solution was to approach the modelling from both a macroand micro-scale. ‘We were doing macro modelling analytically from first
principles, using engineering and fluid dynamic equations, to establish
what this mass of water might do to the surrounding air; then we
were doing stochastic modelling around droplet size and distribution,’
Davey says.
To test the effectiveness of the computer model, various full-height,
part-width, mock-ups were built. As a result of modelling, they were
able to illustrate that the waterfall would entrain a significant quantity
of the surrounding air. The model showed that this mass of moving air
would drag down hot air from high within the space, which would then
be pushed out across the valley floor, making conditions uncomfortable
for visitors.
It also showed the problem occurred at the point where falling
water passes through the opening in the valley floor. Air, entrained by
the falling vortex of water, was being dragged down into the acrylic
cylinder at the waterfall base and colliding with the air being forced

back out from the cylinder. As a consequence, the mass of
entrained air was being driven horizontally across the main
pedestrian plaza. ‘We found that the shape of the funnel
was causing the air to come down and bounce back out
again, to be forced out laterally at the top of the funnel,’
says Davey.
At the point where the waterfall passes through
the valley floor, the architect has placed a disc-shaped
reflection pool, intended to act as a barrier to prevent
visitors from walking too close to the opening. The
modelling showed that the addition of a simple glass
balustrade around the perimeter of the reflecting pool
was sufficient to prevent the lateral flow of air and keep
the space comfortable. ‘Adding a glass balustrade meant
the lateral flow of air was forced upwards,’ Davey says [see
models above].

The inside track
In addition to the waterfall, another major challenge were
the openings that allow trains to pass through the valley
on an existing line to link terminals 1 and 3. There are
two trains on the elevated track. They travel in opposite
directions, but pass each other at speed at the mid-point of
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Model showing temperatures rising
in tunnels as trains enter the Jewel.
This newly induced air is sucked
back out again when a train on the
opposite track exits the building

the forest valley, where there is a crossing loop.
Initially the plan was to encase the track in a glass
tunnel. However, this approach was abandoned because
of concerns that the tunnel would be impossible to keep
clean. ‘The challenge we then had to overcome was how
to keep the building operational with the tunnel removed,’
says Davey.
The challenge was to resolve how to seal the train
entrance and exit portals to prevent conditioned air from
inside the positively pressurised glazed torus escaping
outside. One solution was what Davey describes as ‘a
system of meaty air curtains’. This involved installing two
air curtains at the entrance and exit portals. One air curtain
would operate continuously under normal conditions and,
when the wind speeds increased, a second high-powered
air curtain – which Davey describes as like ‘an electricpowered jet engine’ – would kick into action. ‘They weren’t
quiet is all I’ll say,’ laughs Davey.
A solution based on spring-loaded doors that would
flip open the second the train bumped into them was
also investigated, but this was abandoned after the train
operator’s liability insurers refused to allow anything to
touch the train. In the end, a system of fast-acting rollerdoors, of the type used to allow forklift trucks to enter
industrial refrigerated warehouses, was selected. To enter
and exit the forest valley, the tracks pass through concrete
tunnels. A roller door is located close to where the train
enters and exits each tunnel, forming a rudimentary airlock.
The problem with this vestibule arrangement was that

CFD simulation
of a 2D section
through the rain
vortex waterfall
showing mass
fraction of water

the roller-door mechanism did not work fast enough to cope with the
speed of the train. ‘Basically, the inside door would begin to open before
the outside one had fully closed,’ says Davey. The Building Construction
Authority of Singapore – Singapore’s building control – was concerned
about this arrangement, so the design team had to evaluate the volume
of infiltration air, to prove it was relatively insignificant. ‘We were
worried that, as the train drives into the building, you’d get a piston of air
pushed ahead of the train and a vortex trailing behind it,’ says Davey.
Atelier Ten developed a means of modelling the air movement, but
had to work with its CFD software suppliers, Siemens CD-adapco, to use
its supercomputers, because the CFD model was so complex that their
inhouse computers ‘did not have enough horsepower’, says Davey.
As a result of this complex modelling, they were able to show that
having the trains pass each other inside the dome was advantageous.
‘What we found was that, as a train entered, we were getting some air
bleeding into the space, mainly because of the vortex wake,’ explains
Davey. Fortunately, as the second train left through the same set of
doors, the model showed that it sucked most of the newly induced air
back out again.
‘Because the trains pass each other in the building, each train acts to
counter the airflow of the other,’ Davey says. The net result was a small
amount of infiltration, which was easily dealt with by the displacement
ventilation system.
The system modelling has clearly been effective. ‘A key objective
was that people had to be comfortable inside this space for it to be
successful,’ says Davey. The building has now been open for six months
and has had more than 50 million visitors, which was the total number
of visitors expected for an entire year. ‘It has been much more successful
than had been anticipated,’ says Davey. CJ
CFD simulation
showing particle
diameter

CFD simulation
showing
temperature
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| CIBSE TM63
TM63 includes a case study of
Keynsham Civic Centre where
design and operation stage
data was compared to identify
performance gaps

REALITY CHECK

CIBSE’s TM63: Operational performance: building performance modelling helps
identify a building’s performance gap by evaluating its in-use performance
to provide a benchmark that reflects real-life operating conditions. Authors
Esfand Burman and Nishesh Jain discuss the benefits of a calibration approach

E

nergy performance calculations carried out to comply
with the approved associated parts of the building
regulations, such as Part L in England or Wales, Part F in
Northern Ireland, or Section 6 of Building Standards in
Scotland, are based on default or standardised operating
conditions. These often do not accurately reflect actual
operating conditions of a given building, such as number of occupants,
occupancy hours, temperature set points, and schedules of operation of
HVAC systems.
Furthermore, regulatory calculations do not report energy use
related to equipment (plug loads). Comparing actual energy use
of a building with the outcome of regulatory calculations is not an
appropriate method for evaluating in-use energy performance.
These regulatory calculations are intended to be simple and suitable
for performance evaluations at design stage, and to demonstrate
compliance with the requirements after completion. However, the
purpose of these compliance checks is not always understood, and
outcomes of these regulatory performance calculations are often
mistaken for some form of prediction of energy performance for a
particular building, which they are not.
To address this, CIBSE TM54 (2013) set out a framework, employing

a dynamic simulation method, to provide estimates of
the likely operational energy performance of buildings
at the design stage. The CIBSE TM54 framework allows
designers to tailor the operating conditions based on the
client’s brief and expected performance, and accounts for
all energy end-uses, including equipment loads.
CIBSE TM54 is intended to be used during design and
construction stages, and the tailoring of the calculations
for expected operating conditions creates a more realistic
design baseline for buildings. This calculation can also be
used as a more appropriate baseline for estimating the
magnitude of the energy performance gap in use.
The guide also acknowledges the limitations of
deterministic energy performance calculations, and
provides practical suggestions for uncertainty and
sensitivity analysis, to evaluate the sensitivity of outputs
to uncertainty in input data that is often inevitable – for
example, seasonal efficiency of boilers and chillers.
Once the building is in use, evaluation of the actual
energy performance falls into the domain of measurement
and verification (M&V). In addition to identifying potential
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discrepancies between actual operating conditions and
design assumptions – for example, changes to occupancy
hours of a building – performance evaluations often
uncover several technical issues (such as incorrect or
inefficient configuration of boilers) that compromise
performance in use.
In the absence of a robust M&V framework, however,
it is not certain that the technical issues uncovered in
a building reflect all, or most, of the key causes of the
performance gap. It is likely that one or two key issues
are identified during investigations, while other potential
issues are not covered. A robust energy performance M&V
framework for buildings in use must be able to identify all
important issues and separate the following:
■ Deviations of the operating conditions from

design assumptions that are primarily driven by a
building’s function and its actual occupancy, (for
example, changes in occupancy numbers and hours,
heating and cooling setpoints, and functional use of
the spaces)
■ Technical issues that cause a performance gap
between design intent and actual operation (for
example, thermal bypass in the envelope because of
missing insulation, inefficient operation of boilers,
and lack of detailed commissioning compromising
automated lighting control).

| CIBSE TM63

“In the absence of a robust M&V framework
it is not certain that the technical issues
uncovered in a building reflect all, or most,
of the key causes of the performance gap”
(5) The technical energy performance gap is the difference between
actual energy use and the new in-use baseline, defined in Step 4.
This process enables users to define the energy performance gap
with reasonable accuracy and avoid the confusions that may arise
when performance in use is compared against regulatory calculations,
or calculations that do not reflect the actual operating conditions
and requirements.
The process also provides a systematic method for building
performance evaluation and helps users identify causes for the
performance gap.
The International Performance Measurement and Verification
Protocol (IPMVP) can be used for calibration of the building
performance models (Step 2, above) – see panel, ‘Using the
Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol’.
While the IPMVP and ASHRAE Guideline 14 are structured around
calculating savings related to energy conservation measures (ECMs),
and to reduce uncertainty in assessing their performance, these M&V
Energy model of Keynsham Civic Centre

An effective M&V framework for evaluation of the
performance gap should, therefore, identify deviations in
operating conditions and enable users to identify technical
issues effectively and comprehensively. CIBSE TM63:
Operational performance: building performance modelling,
published earlier this year, provides a framework to
evaluate the performance in use. The framework proposed
in CIBSE TM63 is based on the following principles:

100

Energy use (kWh/m2)

83% of the actual gap is
due to technical issues
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17% of the actual gap is
due to the changes in the
operational requirement
of the building
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Actual gap: actual energy use is
22% more than the estimated
design performance

40
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*Small power includes cooling
energy use in actual energy use
Actual
energy use

In-use
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0

Design
performance

(1) Use of a systematic method of data collection
to identify various discrepancies in operating
conditions and potential technical problems when
compared against design assumptions and intents.
(2) Use of a dynamic thermal simulation model of
the building, calibrated with actual operation, to
drive the process of ensuring that the uncovered
issues can explain the actual performance with
reasonable accuracy.
(3) Through the calibration process, two sets of
simulation model input data relating to the
discrepancies in building performance should be
identified and separated:
a) Actual operating conditions required for the building
to perform its function in practice,
b) Technical problems related to construction, system
installation, commissioning, control, and so on.
(4) Once the building performance model is
calibrated, a new in-use baseline can be defined
for performance that reflects actual operating
conditions (adjusted for 3(a) above), but assumes the
original design intents are met (issues identified in
3(b) above are addressed in the model to revert to
design intents).

Heating & DHW
Cooling
Server

Lighting
Small power*
Fans/pumps

Figure 1: Projection of operational energy use at design stage (TM54),
in-use baseline (TM63) and actual energy use for a case study
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protocols can also be followed for other purposes –
such as establishing a baseline for performance in use,
and monitoring and targeting strategies to improve
performance. CIBSE TM63 provides a step-by-step guide
to how such a baseline can be developed to evaluate
energy performance in use. It complements CIBSE TM54,
which is used at design stage to project operational energy
use. The benefits of following a calibration-based approach
to evaluate the actual performance of a building and derive
a baseline for performance in use are twofold:
1) The calibration process provides a systematic
approach to building diagnostics and identification
of causes of any performance gap.
2) The calibration process can help improve the
confidence in building performance models, and
address potential modelling errors and uncertainties
that are often inevitable at design stage. A baseline
derived from a calibrated model can, therefore,
be a more robust and practical operational target for
a building. CJ
■ ESFAND BURMAN, UCL Institute for Environmental Design and
Engineering, and NISHESH JAIN, DesignBuilder Software.

“TM63 enables users to avoid the
confusions that may arise when
performance in use is compared
against calculations that do not
reflect actual operating conditions”
Table 1: Calibration criteria for energy performance,
deﬁned in ASHRAE Guideline 1 -201
Statistical
Index

Calibration method

NMBE

Monthly

5%

CVRMSE

Monthly

15%

CVRMSE

Hourly

CVRMSE

Hourly

Calibration criteria

10%
30%

NMBE: normalised mean bias error
CVRMSE coefﬁcient of variation of the root mean square error

USING THE PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT AND VERIFICATION PROTOCOL
The IPMVP is a framework created for measuring and ascertaining
performance sing est practice techni es in verification of
energy conservation measures (ECMs).
The IPMVP provides guidance on measurement boundary,
measurement period, and ways to calculate impact (savings) and
nderta e operational verification
Depending on the type of ECM and its relationship with other
building performance input or output parameters, the IPMVP
provides four options for calculating an ECM’s impact:
■ ption retrofit isolation e parameter meas rement
■ ption B retrofit isolation all parameter meas rement
■ Option C: whole-facility
■ Option D: calibrated simulation.
hile the first two options loo at isolating the assessment and
analysis to one or few building systems that are affected by the

ECM, the other two are done at a whole-building level. For each of
the options, the IPMVP explains the data required and monitoring
and measurement protocols. It also suggests ways to undertake
accurate calculations and validate results, linking to other relevant
standards and protocols.
IPMVP Option D, calibrated simulation, suggests using building
performance modelling tools for energy consumption and demand
simulation, calibrated with hourly or monthly energy data.
The IPMVP framework provides a step-by-step method to
fine t ne the model to re ect the ilding and its operating
conditions accurately. It is underpinned by ASHRAE Guideline 14
(Measurement of Energy, Demand and Water Savings), which
provides the criteria to check calibration accuracy either at hourly
or monthly intervals.
Detailed operational information should be collected during site
surveys and by measurements to calibrate the model.

Perfect balance
Vital for our wellbeing
With Swegon’s
g
Air Qualityy Control dynamic
y
pressure compensation
p
p
functionality,
y, GOLD
will adapt
p to changes
g in the system,
y
taking
control and balance to a new level.
Fortunatelyy this onlyy requires
q
the push
p
of a
button, not walking the tight rope!
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THE FUTURE OF LED LIGHTING

CALLISTO

LINEAR LED LUMINAIRE

100K
IK10
Hours
Rating

• Stylish linear LED surface mounted luminaire,
ƳƺɀǣǕȇƺƳƏɀƏȇƏǼɎƺȸȇƏɎǣɮƺɎȒɎȸƏƳǣɎǣȒȇƏǼRX(ƏȇƳÁדǼƏȅȵƺƳˡɎɎǣȇǕɀِ
• Suitable for many commercial and retail applications as well as
ȸƺƬȸƺƏɎǣȒȇƏǼƏȇƳɀȵȒȸɎɀǔƏƬǣǼǣɎǣƺɀِ
• áǣƳƺۭzƏȸȸȒɯȒȵɎǣƬƏǼƳǣɀɎȸǣƫɖɎǣȒȇِ
• ³ɎƏȇƳƏȸƳً(ǣȅȅƏƫǼƺً0ȅƺȸǕƺȇƬɵً¨X«ۭnɖƬƺƬȒáǣȸƺǼƺɀɀ!ȒȇɎȸȒǼɀِ
• דבnǼȅٖƬáًٮǼȅɖȵɎȒًאבǼȅɮƏȸǣƏȇɎɀِ
• Xk¨ȒǼɵƬƏȸƫȒȇƏɎƺƬȒɮƺȸِ
• ًǝȒɖȸɀȒǔȅƏǣȇɎƺȇƏȇƬƺǔȸƺƺًȒȵƺȸƏɎǣȒȇƏǼǼǣǔƺِ

For more information contact Sales on:
Tel: 01952 238 100 Email: uk_sales@luceco.com Web: www.luceco.com
Luceco UK Ltd. Stafford Park 1, Telford, Shropshire TF3 3BD.
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AMBIENT LIGHTING
MANIFESTO: THE RESPONSE

In December, CIBSE Journal published an ‘ambient lighting manifesto’, written by four
highly respected lighting academics who are calling for a paradigm shift in lighting
practice. Here, we print a summary of reactions to the document from leading members
of the profession, whose responses can be read in full on our website

LIGHTING

LIGHTING

|

|

MANIFESTO FOR CHANGE

MANIFESTO FOR CHANGE

The ambient
lighting manifesto

Kevin Kelly and Peter Raynham
s Peter Boyce, Kit Cuttle,
Leading lighting academic
ntal change to lighting practice
are calling for a fundame

P

on a
and technology often depends
rogress in society, science
the way interior
believe one is needed in
paradigm shift – and we
must
By this we mean designers
lighting is generally practised.
illuminance
deliver a specified uniform
stop designing lighting to
to lighting
plane and, instead, give priority
on a horizontal working
on the visual tasks.
focusing
just
than
the space rather

this belief:
is delivered
There are four reasons for
necessary to perform a task
■ Today, a lot of the information
required.
so task illumination is not
through self-luminous screens,
detail is much reduced,
that require visibility of ﬁne
g and printing,
■ The number of tasks
of good-quality photocopyin
partly because of the availability
computer power
growth in machine vision,
and partly because of the

important for human health
and non-visual responses
the task to light
attention away from lighting
and wellbeing. This is directing
on a hypothetical
that delivers a set illuminance
received at the eye. Lighting
be the main functions of
is irrelevant to what should
horizontal working plane
human health
space visible and supporting
lighting: making the whole

and robotics.

■ Light generates visual

good lighting by
■ Continuing to deﬁne
delivered to a
nominal task illuminance
means we will
horizontal working plane
and money.
miss a chance to save energy

Current practice

a number of
Lighting is undertaken by
equipment
groups, ranging from designers,
and building
manufacturers, architects
contractors.
services engineers to electrical
of expertise and
These have varying levels
so the amount of
streams,
income
different
varies – but
time spent on lighting design
in common. They
they do have two things
their designs,
all use software to develop
standards
and they follow illuminance
international
produced by national and
poses a risk of
bodies. To do otherwise
be dissatisfied.
litigation should the client

practice
The consequences of current
designing for a
are many and varied. By
on a horizontal
nominal task illuminance
where it is
working plane, light is delivered
is not necessary.
not needed at a level that
wasted. Further,
In other words, energy is
seen as a
be
will
there is a risk that lighting
innovation and
simple commodity where
price is everything.
creativity are limited and

The objective

shift, the lighting
To achieve the paradigm
such as
standards produced by bodies
change from
ISO, CEN, CIE and SLL must
uniformity
illuminances and illuminance
minimum ambient
on a horizontal plane to
as the
illuminances, which is defined
indirect flux field
the
of
density
flux
average
It involves
within the volume of a space.
of light in
consideration of the distribution
to relate to
the space and can be expected

Left to right: Kevin Kelly,

Kit Cuttle, Dr Peter Boyce

and Professor Peter Raynham

way to quantify the nonspace. It would be a better
people’s perceptions of the
of light received by the eyes.
as it estimates the amount
visual impact of lighting,
(LiDOs) procedure,
the Lighting Design Objectives
A suitable design method,
of the lighting
to specify the objectives
exists. It requires the practitioner
can be determined and
done, the ambient illuminance
installation. Once this is
objectives to be met by
direct flux selected, enabling
target surfaces to receive
This can cover situations
nt illuminance ratio values.
illuminance
adjusting the target/ambie
tasks occur and the ambient
difficult
visually
where
ranging from
to achieve envisaged visual
distributions of emphasis
is insufficient, to creating
a uniform illuminance
is very flexible. It even allows
effects. The LiD s procedure
plane if that is the objective.
across a horizontal working

“It will never happen
unless all those
involved lift up
their eyes from
the horizontal
working plane”

for Barings,
Hoare Lea’s lighting scheme
away rom
ondon exempliﬁes the move
uplighting
the horizontal plane, using
as well as
and perimeter cove lighting
right layered
downlighting to create a
volume (architect: TP Bennett)

How to get there

rs, regulators, professional
of designers, manufacture
are:
We will need the support
the questions to be addressed
bodies and architects. Among
be changed?
■ How will lighting practice
energy consumption?
■ Will the change increase
with the current practice?
of ambient lighting compared
■ What are the costs
s for the lighting industry?
■ What are the opportunitie
more
and lighting designers working
■ Will it lead to architects
closely together?
the LiDOs procedure?
be rewritten to support
■ Can design software
standards take?
■ What form should lighting
LiDOs procedure?
be incorporated into the
■ How can daylighting
shift can occur:
before the desired paradigm
lighting and
Several activities are needed
metrics for quantifying ambient
is essential.
1 Research to identify suitable
metrics for inclusion in standards
appropriate levels of these
in a better human response
ambient lighting results
that
establish
to
2 Research
after prolonged exposure.
practice, on ﬁrst sight and
to an interior than current
meter.
illuminance
ambient
and robust
3 Development of a reliable
of implementing an
ﬁnancial and energy costs
any attempts
4 Research to estimate the
including
relative to current practice,
ambient lighting approach
with light.
to inﬂuence human health
be turned upside down –
g of lighting efﬁciency may
5 The present understandin
.
and needs further investigation
from standards
to be required if the movement
likely
is
phase
transitional
6A
plane to ones based on
on a horizontal working
based on task illuminance
standard would have
succeed. A transitional lighting
ambient illuminance is to
and uniformity) and
on current practice (illuminance
application tables based
This would allow lighting
MICI, TAIR, and so on).
for ambient lighting (MRSE,
for a given project.
approach they thought best
whichever
use
to
practitioners
should prepare by
as those revising EN 12464-1,
Lighting regulators, such
as soon as possible.
approach
lighting
the ambient
providing information on
eyes from the horizontal
to occur we must lift our
For a shift to ambient lighting
by ambient lighting. CJ
opportunities for presented
working plane and see the
is professor emeritus at Technological

University Dublin;
of LR&T and

■ KEVIN KELLY FCIBSE FSLLis a lighting consultant; DR PETER BOYCE FSLL is editor
UCL
KIT CUTTLE FCIBSE FSLL
of the Lit Environment at
PETER RAYNHAM is professor
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Heatherwick Studio, Maggie’s, Leeds
Left: The manifesto is published in the
December edition of the Journal

Barrie Wilde, retired lighting
consultant, teacher, and
former Society of Light and
Lighting (SLL) president:
Having retired recently, after 60 years as
a lighting designer, these claims do not
register with my own experience, or with
that of the profession. Quite the reverse.
The considerable number of highly
successful, independent lighting-design
consultancies – including specialist lighting units in building services,
design and architectural practices – already operate an enlightened

design ethos of ‘ambient, task, display’. Of course, there
are still lighting designs based on spraying a horizontal
surface with an abundance of luminous flux, but
surely this is a case for education, not a wholesale change
in the metrics?
The SLL president’s address of 2005, by lighting
academic and researcher Geoff Cook, was titled Mind the
gap, and addressed the widening gap between research
and design. This manifesto perhaps indicates that there is
still a disconnect between the two and, if a paradigm shift
is really necessary, it should be to close this gap, not to
produce yet another set of metrics.
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Iain Carlile, senior
associate dpa lighting
consultants and former
SLL president
Too many people are
fixated on the quantum
and uniformity of light
hitting a surface, be that
a floor, desk or imaginary
task. Task illuminance and
uniformity is only a small part of the story; the whole visual
environment – and the needs of the person within – have
to be considered if a lighting design is to be successful.
While industry guidance gives good recommendations
on how to illuminate a space considering the whole visual
field, too many turn straight to the tables of illuminance
and uniformity, ignoring the rest of the recommendations.
This results in well-lit working planes, but, potentially, dull
and uninspiring spaces.
Further, many of the illuminance recommendations are
based on outmoded working practices, technology and
equipment, and are in need of review.
The change to an ambient illuminance approach
seems sensible, with the proposed method allowing the
lighting designer creative freedom to consider the whole
visual environment.
I welcome this proposal to shake up lighting calculation
methods, subject to suitable research and with care not to
be too restrictive in recommendations.

We should be embracing the developments made in technology that
allow us to use light more easily in ways that really support a space.
If the standards produced by the authoritative bodies can change in
a way that would support the way most lighting designers are already
thinking, this is a positive.

Jeff Shaw, associate director of
Arup and former SLL president
When two past SLL presidents and
recipients of the SLL Lighting Award, and
a CIBSE Gold Medal prepare a manifesto
together, we should listen.
This manifesto has a sound basis – the
‘working plane illuminance’ approach
was developed in a different era. We know
much more than we did in the past about
the relationships between how we light a space and health, wellbeing
and visual comfort.
I appreciate the risk of our profession becoming commoditised –
I have recently seen a generative algorithm automating the process of
‘optimising’ the lighting layout for a simple space, based on horizontal
illuminance, cost and efficiency. However, could the proposed LiDOs
solution not also be exploited to ‘automate’ lighting design, albeit with
different inputs and processes?
Horizontal illuminance is too often seen as ‘the one lighting metric
to rule them all’, and it is not. I’d fully support a metric that could better
encompass a wider range of our experience of the lit environment.
As with any lighting design, that’s where any new metric must start –
with the people who will occupy and use the space.

Linda Salamoun, senior
communicator, PSLab
With moving times and
changing functional
requirements, it has become
apparent that a shift in
approach to the standards is
required. Designers are already
trying to review functional
lighting requirements based
on best practice, considering current standards, but in
the light of the latest research about brightness, contrast
and what creates visual comfort. However, adherence to
standards often forces the concept towards a design that
might compromise the focus and/or comfort.

“There are still lighting
designs based on spraying
a horizontal surface with an
abundance of luminous flux,
but surely this is a case for
education, not a wholesale
change in the metrics”
– Barrie Wilde

| CALCULATION METHODS

Paul Ruffles, lighting consultant,
former SLL president, and editor of
the SLL Lighting Handbook 2018
If those carrying out a lighting calculation
would just aim to comply with the relatively
simple existing visual environment
criteria – see diagram (below) – it would
go a long way to meeting the aims of the
lighting manifesto. While experienced
and thoughtful designers have always
considered the whole visual environment in their designs, too many
who think they can light interiors have only bothered to do quick,
blanket, ‘lux on the working plane’ calculations.
Effective wall reﬂectance 0.5 to 0.

Ceiling-cavity reﬂectance 0.7 to 0.9
relative ceiling illuminance 50 lux

Relative wall
illuminance
75 lux
Task illuminance 1.0

Effective ﬂoor-cavity reﬂectance 0.2 to 0.

Window-wall reﬂectance 0.

The existing visual environment criteria
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“The problem is, and has always been,
that we are trying to classify light
objectively, when human responses to
it are subjective and can vary greatly”
– Jonathan Rush
Jonathan Rush, partner, Hoare Lea
That lux or illuminance is an irrelevant
metric in need of a replacement is not in
doubt. Anyone with a basic understanding
of human responses to light and space
knows that measuring the amount of light
on a horizontal plane ¬ without considering
the reflectance of materials, illuminance
of the surrounding surfaces, or light on
the human face – is a poor way to describe
quality. Given what we now know about the physiological effects of light
on humans, it is also an appalling way of defining ‘compliance’.
‘Lux’ gives a simple answer to a complex question, and the lighting
industry’s continued championing of the term has given it ubiquity,
and reinforced the idea that lighting is easy. Change is necessary, but to
address the complexity of the question properly, we cannot replace lux
with another simple metric. Ultimately, good lighting design is not going
to be summed up by a metric value – and trying to do so is perhaps not
going to provide the change we want to see.

Mark Ridler, head of lighting, BDP
Four eminent lighting experts, who
command my immense respect, have
come together to try to achieve an
admirable beneficial change in lighting
practice internationally. I broadly support
the aims as set out. There are trends in
workplace lighting that the Covid-19
pandemic is accelerating; among these are
an emphasis on biophilia (read circadian)
and a move away from some tasks to an emphasis on face-to-face
communication. All of this supports a shift from horizontal task to better

facial recognition – in other words, ambient illumination.
However, we need to be clear about who we design
codes for and whose design practice this is going to change.
Lighting designers? Unlikely. They tend not to design to
code, are guided by experience, and are judged on their
portfolio. Engineers? Quite possibly. They will understand
the maths and have access to the tools to design to the
code. Contractors, manufacturers? Probably not if the
mathematics or concepts are too complex to grasp easily.
There are risks in this approach, too. ‘Ambient
illuminance is defined as the average flux density of the
indirect flux field within the volume of a space’ is much
harder for a client to understand than ‘how much light is
here’. If it is not intelligible or verifiable, it will founder.

Alan Tulla, independent
lighting consultant and
former SLL president
I remember my first boss,
at the GEC Hirst Research
Centre, saying to me: ‘Alan,
never forget the vertical
illuminance; it’s so people can
see people.’ Even 40 years
ago, illuminating engineers, as
we were called then, were emphasising the importance of
lighting the space, rather than just the desktop.
One reason horizontal illuminance has been around
so long is that it has the great advantage of being easily
understandable and verifiable. In his 2005 address, Mind
the gap, then SLL president Geoff Cook spoke of how
little people made of research in their daily professional
practice. This is my concern about ambient illuminance.
It is defined as ‘the average flux density of the indirect flux
field within the volume of a space’. I reckon this may be a
step too far from where we are now.
Might I suggest that, with the amount of Zooming and
Teaming we are all doing nowadays, maximum vertical
illuminance (Ev) at face height should be the interim
transitional standard? It would also be a useful stepping
stone to the manifesto’s goals. CJ
■ To read the full responses to the Ambient Lighting Manifesto,
visit cibsejournal.com
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“We chose Tamlite for three key reasons: their product quality,
good price, and support.”
Umar Azeer, CBG Consultants Associate
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nanoe™ X: improving
protection 24/7
Bringing nature’s balance indoors
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nanoe™ X, technology with the beneﬁts of
hydroxyl radicals
Abundant in nature, hydroxyl radicals (OH radicals) have
the capacity to inhibit pollutants, certain viruses, and
bacteria to clean and deodorise.
nanoe™ X technology can bring these incredible benefits
indoors so that hard surfaces, soft furnishings, and the
indoor environment can be a cleaner and pleasant place
to be, whether at home, at work, or visiting hotels, shops,
restaurants etc.
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··············
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················
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nanoe™ X
technology
veriﬁed against
SARS-CoV2

Virus SARS-CoV-2: 99,9 % inhibited. Test conducted
by TEXCELL (France), using a gauze saturated with
SARS-CoV-2 virus solution exposed to a generator of
nanoe™ X in a 45L box for 2 hours. Performance of
nanoe™ X might differ in real life environment.

For more details, please contact Panasonic
or one of our authorised UK distributors.
www.aircon.panasonic.eu
Or e-mail us at UK-aircon@eu.panasonic.com

More about nanoe™ X
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■ AIR CONDITIONING
AND DIGITAL
ENGINEERING

SPECIAL FEATURES
This month: Covid-secure thermal wheel design and SMEs benefiting from digital switch

Biden backs refrigerant
phase-down
resident ratifies Kigali
Amendment after the US
rejoins the Paris Agreement
Within days of taking office, US President
Joe Biden issued an executive order to
ratify the Kigali Amendment that aims to
phase down HFC refrigerants worldwide.
It came only a few days after the new
president took the US back into the Paris
Agreement on climate change, and forms
part of his ambition to ‘put the climate
crisis at the centre of US foreign policy
and national security’.
A White House statement said the
world had ‘a narrow moment to pursue
action at home and abroad in order to
avoid the most catastrophic impacts of
that crisis and to seize the opportunity
that tackling climate change presents’.
The Kigali Amendment to the Montreal
Protocol has already been ratified by
112 other countries and sets a timetable
for the gradual removal of HFC gases

President Biden acted swiftly
to ratify the Kigali Agreement

from air conditioning and refrigeration
equipment. It has yet to be ratified
by China and India, which – along
with the US – make up the three largest
HFC users.

Trane upgrades scroll compressor
portfolio with low-GWP refrigerant
Trane is introducing low global warming
potential (GWP) R-454B refrigerant across
its portfolio of scroll compressor chillers, heat
pumps, multi-pipe units and rooftops.
The Conquest CGAX chillers and CXAX heat
pumps for comfort and process applications
are the first of the upcoming units featuring the
next-generation, low-GWP refrigerant.
R-454B has a GWP of 466, the lowest – the
manufacturer said – among the refrigerants
available today for scroll compressor technology. It is a 76%
reduction in direct GWP impact against R-410A, and a 30% reduction against R-32.
Trane now offers HVAC systems with low and ultra-low GWP refrigerants across
its product ranges. All units with the new R-454B refrigerant will be tested in the
manufacturer’s testing facility, which functions as a validation centre for new product
development, enabling the simulation of all operating conditions encountered during
the life of HVAC equipment.

Carrier introduces
latest generation of
VRF systems
The latest generation of Carrier’s variable
refrigerant ﬂow (VRF) technology, CT7,
has been launched in Europe.
It includes features such as an outdoor
condenser with black-coated ﬁn technology
for enhanced corrosion resistance antiliquid shock technology of the compressor,
to reduce liquid shock failure rate improved
refrigerant distribution balance as a result
of the centrifugal oil separator and smooth
supply of lubricant because of the 10-stage
oil-return technology.
Up to four outdoor units can be combined
to reach 10 horsepower, with up to
indoor units per outdoor system.
Didier Genois, vice-president and general
manager, HVAC Europe, at Carrier, said
‘We are expanding our offering to match
our customers’ expectations. We are
launching it simultaneously in six countries
and have made signiﬁcant investments in
related digital technology, training centres
and a dedicated sales force to better serve
our customers.’

Toshiba system has
designs on the home
In a move to redeﬁne residential air
conditioning aesthetics, Toshiba has
developed a unit that can become part
of the furnishings. The Haori features a
textile cover, available in a range of colours,
offering customers inﬁnite customisation
possibilities. They can peel and stick
the desired fabric to the curved front
panel so the unit blends in or becomes a
stand-out feature.
As well as triple-A efﬁciency, the unit uses
R32 refrigerant for minimal environmental
impact, and the system is rated . for
seasonal energy efﬁciency ratio, and 5.1 for
seasonal coefﬁcient of performance.
It also features a PM2.5 ﬁlter, which, the
manufacturer claims, captures up to 9 %
of ﬁne particulate matter with a diameter of
more than 2.5 micrometres, while its plasma
ioniser catches and neutralises microncontaminated particles.

CIBSE hosts live learning for air conditioning
CIBSE is hosting two online events on
air conditioning this spring. On 9 March,
from 10am-4pm, there is a live event, Air
conditioning and cooling systems, while on 6
May (10am-4pm), Kevin Noyce will host Air

conditioning inspection for buildings. CIBSE’s
South Australian chapter is organising a visit
to see the Myer Centre, Adelaide, chilled
water plant upgrade on 18 March at 7.45pm.
Details at www.cibse.org/events
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Musical revival
for abandoned
retail units
Liverpool Music Academy moves into shopping
centre with new air conditioning system
A £15m conversion project has transformed disused retail
space at Liverpool’s Metquarter shopping centre into
education facilities for the Liverpool Music Academy (LMA).
The project involved the conversion of empty retail units
and communal space, on the upper floors of the complex,
into a new 4,645m2 learning facility for the LMA, which offers
courses in music, musical theatre, film and television, games
animation, acting and dance. The new campus, which LMA
moved into in September 2020, has classrooms, recording
studios, rehearsal rooms, and dance and performance spaces.
An R-32-based air conditioning solution from Toshiba was
installed as part of the project, while air conditioning specialist
Select Air Services was commissioned to carry out a full
dilapidation report on the empty retail units. This revealed
that individual units had been air conditioned with ad hoc
systems – mainly based on R-407C and R-410A refrigerants –
installed by tenants over many years. Some dated back to the
opening of the shopping centre in 2006, and were well past
their operational life, according to Select Air Services.
The company proposed installing a new cooling and
heating system using Toshiba heat pump cassettes and
heat-recovery VN ventilation units, while removing and
decommissioning legacy systems according to F-Gas
requirements. As a result, the LMA campus now features
an air conditioning system installed by Select Air Services

The air conditioning system at the Liverpool
Music Academy is charged with R-32

and supplied by Cool Design. It is based on Toshiba Super Digital
Inverter and Digital Inverter split systems, using inverter controlled
variable speed compressors. The system is charged with R-32 that
has a GWP of 675, two-thirds that of R-410A, which it replaces.
R-32 not only has a lower GWP, but can deliver an equal capacity
to R-410a, with a 30% smaller refrigerant charge.
Indoor units are ceiling-suspended cassettes, which were
considered to be ideal for the application because they leave
floors and walls unobstructed. Classrooms and studios are served
by either one or two cassettes and a fresh air, heat-recovery
ventilation system under the control of remote controllers with
onboard energy monitoring.
To further improve efficiency, the system employs matched
exhaust air heat-recovery systems. In winter, the heat-recovery
systems operate in combination with the heat pump-based air
conditioning, warming incoming air to maintain comfort conditions
and energy efficiency. In total, 95 ceiling suspended cassettes were
used – in a combination of single, double and triple split systems –
along with 30 heat-recovery ventilation units.

EU regulations governing
HFCs now under UK law
Regulations that address the production and use of chemical substances such as HFCs
used in refrigerants have been brought into UK law following Brexit.
The EU Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (Reach)
Regulation has been brought into UK law under the European Union (Withdrawal) Act
2018, following the UK’s withdrawal from the EU.
As of 1 January 2021, the UK Reach and the EU Reach regulations operate
independently from each other. Under the Northern Ireland Protocol, the EU Reach
Regulation continues to apply to Northern Ireland, while UK Reach will regulate the
access of substances to the Great Britain market.
Companies that supply and purchase substances and mixtures to – and from – the
EU/EEA/Northern Ireland and Great Britain (England, Scotland and Wales) will need
to ensure relevant duties are met under both pieces of legislation.
Firms are required to identify and manage the risks presented by substances they
manufacture and market in Great Britain. They must be able to demonstrate how the
substance can be used safely and communicate risk management measures to users.
To be compliant, companies need to consider how to use chemicals and what
their obligations may be. UK Reach covers all sectors that manufacture, import,
distribute or use chemicals as raw materials or finished products. Reach UK requires
everyone in the supply chain to communicate information on the safe use of chemicals.

Samsung adds PM1.0
filter to air con unit
A new wall-mounted air conditioner
with an electrostatic PM1.0 filter for air
purification has been launched for the
residential market by Samsung.
According to the manufacturer,
WindFree Pure 1.0 can filter dust particles
up to 0.3μm and sterilise microorganisms
using an electrostatic charger.
Its brush discharger generates negative
ions, which give the dust particles, and
certain bacteria, a negative charge, so they
attach to the ground electrode because of
the electrostatic force of the collector.
The ‘freeze wash’ function also removes
certain types of bacteria. The indoor unit’s
heat exchanger is cooled to -15°C to cover it
with frost. When put into defrost mode, the
melting ice removes up to 90% of certain
bacteria within the heat exchanger.
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Delivering Optimised
Indoor Air Quality

Air flow (m3/s)

40

Daikin Applied (UK) Ltd designs and manufactures a range of Air Handling Units that are
fully HTM and SHTM 03-01 compliant. From standard modular units to more complex

34

bespoke systems, our products are designed to provide inherent flexibility that can be
configured and combined specifically to meet the exact requirements of any healthcare

28

building.
25

Our AHU’s are designed to be the most environmentally friendly and energy efficient on
the market, thus reducing their ecological impact, whilst keeping costs down through the
minimisation of energy consumption. Combined with the small physical footprint of the

22

system, these features make our Air Handling Units ideal for your application.
19

16

14

D-AHU
11

Professional

D-AHU
Modular R

5.5

0

0.21 m 3 /s
up to 40 m 3 /s

0345 565 2700

0.13 m3/s
up to 6.95 m3/s
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THERMAL WHEELS

| COVID-SECURE DESIGN

HANDLING COVID RISK
IN THERMAL WHEELS

To minimise the risk of Covid-19 transmission in thermal wheels, designers should
choose a configuration that minimises recirculation of contaminated air. FläktGroup’s
David Black explains the options and how AHU purge sectors can cut the risk further

A thermal wheel in
an air handling unit

E

ver since scientists discovered that Covid-19 is an airborne
virus, ventilation systems have been a focus of attention
during the pandemic. The European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control (ECDC) has stated that the risk
of human infection with SARS-CoV-2 caused by air
distributed through the ducts of HVAC systems is rated
very low,1 but it is prudent to review existing or future installations.
CIBSE has produced excellent guidance2 that identifies the three
principal types of air handling units (AHU) – run-around coils (RAC),
plate heat exchangers and thermal wheels – and the associated risks
of recirculating contaminated air. Section 4.2.2.1 of the CIBSE guide
states that RAC and plate heat exchange units keep the supply air and

Type 1. Both fans after the rotor

the extract airstreams separate. While this is true
for RAC, there is always a risk of slight leakage
from plate heat exchangers. A plate can comply
with EN3083 with an internal leakage of up to 3%,
though this is reduced to 0.5% for a Euroventcertified unit.
The supply and extract airstreams of an
AHU with a thermal wheel can never be sealed
completely and some degree of leakage between
airstreams is inevitable. This leakage occurs
even when the rotor is switched off, so there is no
benefit in deactivating the rotor if the fans are kept
running for ventilation. The amount of leakage is
dependent on: the location of the fans relative to
the rotor; if the rotor is fitted with a purge sector;
and the static pressures in the ductwork.
REHVA’s Covid-19 advice says that ‘the purge
sector is a device that can practically eliminate
the leakage resulting from the rotation of wheel
[carry-over]. Its location and setting [angle] must
be arranged according to manufacturer guidance
depending on the configuration of fans and
pressure relations’.4 There is however, a standard
for the amount of exhaust air that is transferred
into the supply airstream. EN 16798-35 defines the
exhaust air transfer ratio (EATR) as the ‘level of
carry-over of extract air to the supply air’. Reducing
the EATR reduces the amount of contaminated
material that can be recirculated.
Eurovent has produced a guide to air leakage
in AHUs.6 It identifies the four possible fan
configurations of AHUs with thermal wheels and
gives the typical EATR with and without a purge
sector for given external and internal pressure

Type 2. Both fans on the building side
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Type 3. Both fans
on the outdoor side

Type 4. Both fans
upstream of the rotor

Type

EATR without purge

EATR with
purge

Note

1

EATR<3%

EATR<1%

Dependent on external pressures.
See Eurovent 6/15

2

10%< EATR <20%

3

EATR <1%

EATR=0%

4

EATR <3%

EATR<1%

Purge does not function in this conﬁguration

Ta le : xhaust air trans er ratio o the our

■ DAVID BLACK is global product marketing manager –

conﬁgurations with and without purge

Type

Eurovent

1

This conﬁguration is most recommended The most common conﬁguration on
to minimise internal leakages
the market

2

Price-driven solution. Very high internal
leakage rates and should be avoided

3

Very high supply air leakage to exhaust

Supply air leakage lowers
unit efﬁciency

4

Higher internal static pressure

Very uncommon solution

Ta le : urovent guidance on the our

Additional comment

conﬁgurations

Type

REHVA guidance

Comment

1

Adjust the throttle in the extract air so p11
will become at least p22 –20 Pa

The damper could be in the ductwork
or at the AHU

2

There is no possibility to use throttling in
this case

Purge does not function in
this conﬁguration

3

There is no need to use throttling in
this case

4

Adjust the throttle in the extract air so p11
will become at least p22 –20 Pa

Ta le :

guidance or the our conﬁguration types

regimes. Table 1 gives the EATR based on normal
Part L-compliant external static pressures.
Eurovent also gives guidance for each individual
configuration (Table 2) and I have added an
additional comment if applicable. As can be seen in
Table 2, the Eurovent-recommended configuration
Type 1 – the most common – has an EATR
equivalent to, or lower than, an EN308-compliant
plate heat exchanger (EATR < 3%).
There is an additional measure than can lower
the EATR even further. REHVA’s document4
Limiting internal air leakages across the rotary heat
exchanger states that the ‘next step to eliminate
a leakage is to set the correct relation between
pressures p22 and p11 [see Figure 1]’. This pressure
can be achieved by regulating the exhaust damper
(A) correctly positioned on the system side of the
exhaust airstream (Figure 1). If the correct pressure
is achieved for the recommended configuration,
the EATR can be considered virtually zero.
In conclusion, AHUs with rotors can have an
EATR equivalent to, or lower than, plate heat
exchangers if the fans are in the recommended
configuration, and the unit is fitted with a purge
sector. Many existing installations could be put
back into operation safely, but a competent
engineer should ensure the recommended
configuration and presence of a purge sector. For
additional security, add pressure control.
Specifying AHUs with all of these in place will
ensure new installations reduce the already very
low potential risk to a minimum, while delivering
the highest efficiency and lowest life-cycle costs. CJ
modular AHU at FläktGroup

References:
1 Heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems in the
context of Covid-19 ﬁrst update, ECDC, November 2020
2 CIBSE Covid-19 Ventilation Guidance, v4, October 2020
3 PR EN308 Heat exchangers – test procedures for establishing
performance of air-to-air and ﬂue gases heat recovery
devices, May 2020
4 REHVA Covid-19 speciﬁc guidance document. Limiting
internal air leakages across the rotary heat exchanger. uly 2020
5 EN 1 79 -3 Ventilation for buildings. Part 3 For nonresidential buildings. Performance requirements for
ventilation systems, December 2018
6 Eurovent 15 – 2020 Air leakages in air handling units.
Guidelines for improving indoor air quality and correcting
performance. 1st edition, 1 April 2020

p11

A

p22
The damper could be in the ductwork
or at the AHU
Figure 1: Stopping leakage by regulating damper (A) to correct pressures
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DIGITAL ENGINEERING

| SMES

Adopting a digital way of working
may be daunting for SMEs with a
fraction of the budget of big rivals,
but Atkins’ Ben Roberts MCIBSE
says in-house digital advocates,
training and freely available tools
can get firms up to speed quickly

PLATFORMS
FOR GROWTH

D

igital engineering is becoming
business as usual for some, but
for small businesses with limited
experience, stepping into this arena
can feel daunting.
Start-up costs are a major barrier,
and simply knowing where to start is daunting.
There is much talk about optimising building
forms, faster feedback on design decisions,
and modelling scenarios for live spaces, but
most of the value can be driven from simply
automating routine tasks and defining efficient
grassroots workflows.
According to data from Bizdaq, the UK
construction industry includes almost 350,000
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) –
20% of all SMEs in the UK. For the industry to
move forward into the digital era, it is essential
that SMEs are able to transition; large companies

cannot change the industry on their own. There is a lot pressure on
small businesses to adopt digital working, but a lot of opportunities, too.
So how challenging is it for companies to make the transition to
digital? In this article SME building services consultants Method and
XCO2 share their experience and explain why a culture of collaboration
and knowledge sharing is the key to success. We also speak to two BIM
consultants about how they are helping others to transform.

Direction of growth
Alex Mason, senior BIM manager and engineer at Method Consulting,
says there are good business reasons to embrace digital working – and
major risks if it is ignored. ‘We made the conscious shift to digital
because we knew we needed to stay relevant in the industry,’ he says.
Mason believes the move will help his company win more work,
develop its reputation, and allow Method to engage as ‘part of a modern
design team’.
While digital technology can seem daunting to those who have spent
their career working without it, the process and people aspects are
actually more important, and often easier to understand. ‘It’s all about

Validation runs

Model warehouse in Rhino
and Grasshopper, and
specify parameters

Insert bidirectional scattering
distribution function ﬁle in
XML format for prismatic
glazing to the script
Develop script for climate-based daylight modelling using
Ladybug tools (mainly Honeybee)

Run automated
iterations using
Colibri

Export CVS ﬁle with all
results and options images

Optimisation: upload data
and ﬁlter options through
Design Explorer

Obtain the
optimised
solution based
on selected
criteria

s process or optimising roo ight arrangements or maximum daylighting was carried out using a num er o ree tools such as rasshopper ady ug and oney ee1
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Left: Image taken from one of Cadan Design’s Revit models of an energy centre
project. The model included enough detail and data to be used for offsite
prefabrication, quantity take-offs and client walkthroughs for approval

TIPS FOR SUCCESS
■ efine o r ideal processes first then appl the tools
■ Include BIM and digital knowledge in strategic business planning, not
just as a delivery resource
■ Upskill your people with continuous internal knowledge sharing
■ Encourage collaboration between technicians and designers, and across
the whole design team
■ Use free and low-cost tools to harness the power of data and boost your
capability beyond 3D modelling
■ Use BSRIA BG6 as a guide for the right level of detail, especially at
concept design stage.

process’, says Mason. ‘Define what you want to achieve, then apply
relevant tools to address the challenges.’
It is tempting to stick with traditional processes, with engineers
marking up 2D layouts and technicians translating them into a
3D model. But this will be expensive and won’t help improve your
operational performance. Engineers and technicians have specific skill
sets, whether that be knowing how to route services, understanding
pipe-sizing calculations, or managing coordinate systems and view
templates. So they need to collaborate to develop the model together. A
quality design model needs input from everyone, and everyone needs to
share and learn each other’s processes.
Focusing on collaboration and sharing knowledge is also strongly
supported by another small engineering consultancy, London-based
XCO2. ‘The most important thing for us was to foster a culture of
knowledge sharing; we hired someone with digital experience so that
they could transfer their expertise. We didn’t want to pile all the digital
tasks onto that person,’ says XCO2 director Tom Kordel.
The company’s new digital lead, Aidan Kelly, came from a large
business to join the firm. His motive was to get close to the technical
design and ‘enhance his skill set beyond digital’.
A perception of BIM and digital tools is that they are only beneficial
for large projects, and not really suitable for the small-scale work that
SMEs typically undertake. Kelly has a different view, however. ‘Small
projects with a shorter timeline are easier to learn on and spatially
coordinate, and enable faster repeatability from one project to the next.
Large-scale models bring many challenges for working digitally that
aren’t there on small models.’
XCO2 has had a similar adoption journey to Method, in needing to
respond to client requests for BIM and digital. ‘We worked with a BIM
consultancy to deliver our first project, which was really helpful,’ says
Kordel. ‘Once we got involved with the process, we quickly realised that

it’s not rocket science and that we could easily take
on most of the work ourselves.’
When working in environmental design, some
of the cutting-edge parametric design tools
are not standalone pieces of software, but free,
open-source plug-ins developed by academics and
professionals. These are then regularly tested and
improved by a global network of users, posting
their own ‘how to’ videos or helping other people
in forums.
‘Graduates coming out of university are an
excellent addition to the company, as they have
often spent years learning and applying these
novel parametric tools during their course’ says
Kordel. ‘With free licences for students, this trend
can only accelerate.’

BIM specialists
The bigger challenge is often helping existing staff
to get a first foothold in this new way of working.
External training courses can be really helpful, but
can also be expensive if not used properly, suggests
Daven Masri, from Wave BIM consultancy.
‘Classroom training is useful for the basic
introductions of how to use software, but the
real learning comes from project experience,’
says Masri, who believes the best way to acquire
knowledge from a third party is for them to guide
you through a real project.
‘Line up one project for a trial, and then another
to build momentum,’ he says. ‘The terminology
can be alienating at first, but don’t worry about
that; just focus on getting the job done’.
Masri recommends setting a simple task, such
as creating a grille schedule from a model, and
applying an engineering mindset to work out how
to achieve it. This will provide an opportunity to

DIGITAL TOOLS
To really drive value from the model, there is a wide choice of free and
low-cost add-ins and platforms.
Visual scripting tools such as Dynamo and Grasshopper are essential
for automating simple tasks and linking together software, and the
online communities are always quick to share knowledge and scripts.
Add-ins such as CTC BIM manager, Case, Rushforth RF Tools, or
PyRevit all offer free and simple functionality to enhance your digital
toolset. Here are some of the most commonly used, and free, opensource platforms:

■ Speckle – open-source data platform for AEC, speckle.systems
■ Topologic – represent models in a logical data structure,
topologic.app

■ Ladybug – environmental design tools, ladybug.tools
■ BlenderBIM – parametric modelling and IFC data tool, blenderbim.org
■ Buro Happold’s Buildings and Habitats object model, bhom.xyz
■ SAM – link Revit to thermal analysis, github.com/HoareLea/
SAM_Deploy

■ FreeCAD – 3D parametric modeller, freecadweb.org
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learn about parameter naming and data handling
within a familiar context.
In construction and operation stages, there is
merit on focusing on the data and what you really
need, to avoid inheriting a complex model that
you can’t use. Daniel Mofakham, of Cadan Design,
works closely with constructors during installation
and retrofit, and recommends being clear up front
about the data and formats required. ‘Understand
the Level of Information (LOI), as this is where you
will get most value,’ he says.
At these stages. Mofakham says the biggest wins
are using the model for quantity take-offs: ‘They
are much easier than you think they’ll be.’
For quick and simple virtual walkarounds, check
out tools such as Enscape, Lumion or Twinmotion.
Although people and process are key areas on
which to focus, all of these companies offered
similar advice for technology products.
If you’re a designer, you will need to have access
to an authoring tool, such as Revit (it’s advisable
to get a network licence so that everyone can
use it). There are also free model viewers, such
as Navisworks Freedom or Solibri, that anyone
can use to get into the 3D environment and review
what’s going on in the model.

“Classroom training is useful for the
basic introductions of how to use
software, but the real learning comes
from project experience”
To really drive value from your model, however, get into the world
of free, open-source add-ins and platforms that will help you customise
the tools to suit your workflows, automate the low-value tasks, and add
easy wins to augment your capabilities (see panel, ‘Digital tools’). CJ
■ BEN ROBERTS is digital strategy lead for Atkins
References:
Farah Husayni B.Arch, MSc, Nuno Correia Ceng, MSc, MCIBSE, Ben Holmes MSc,
Well AP, Breeam AP, Parametric modelling for climate-based daylight analysis: a case study
of industrial warehouses bit.ly/CJFeb20BR

DIGITAL GUIDANCE
CIBSE’s Society of Digital Engineering has created some useful bite-sized guidance
material for getting started with basic automation and simple digital processes. You can
find a selection of videos and written examples in the Knowledge section of the CIBSE
website: cibse.org/knowledge/digital-tools
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Supporting project success in
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When choosing an electrical or electrotechnical contractor, minimise your risk by selecting an ECA Member.
Represent the best in electrotechnical engineering
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Optical
Challenge?
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Take a look at Tamlite’s range of luminaires, designed
to offer the very best optical control and comply with
BS EN 12464, enhancing occupant wellbeing.

ADVANCE
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CAPITAL

For more information on optical control

Visit tamlite.co.uk/cibseoptics
#BritishManufacturer
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SPONSOR

CPD PROGRAMME

LUX Manufacturer
of theYear 2018

Continuing professional
development (CPD) is the regular
maintenance, improvement
and broadening of your
knowledge and skills, to maintain
professional competence. It is a
requirement of CIBSE and other
professional bodies.
This Journal CPD programme
can be used to meet your CPD
requirements. Study the module
and answer the questions on
the ﬁnal page. Each successfully
completed module is equivalent
to 1.5 hours of CPD.
Modules are also available at
www.cibsejournal.com/cpd

LED luminaire optical
control for office and
educational applications
This module considers the technical demands and challenges in selecting appropriate
LED luminaire diffusers in office and educational lighting applications
Optics are a fundamental part of luminaire performance that may not be fully
considered when the focus is on LED lifetime and efficacy as indicators of a
luminaire’s suitability for a particular application. This CPD explores some of the
technical demands and challenges when selecting appropriate LED luminaire
diffusers as part of a general lighting scheme for office and educational applications.
As noted in the December 2020 CPD (module 173), manufacturers, consultants
and contractors might limit their focus on LED lifetime and efficacy as indicators
of a luminaire’s suitability for a particular application. While these are important
factors, it is the design of the luminaire that will impact performance and suitability
for a project. This is particularly the case in office and educational applications –
such as universities, colleges and schools – where lighting standards concentrate
on the illumination of a working space. CIBSE TM401 reports that, in a recent
large-scale review of productivity studies, lighting was rated among the most
important physical indoor environment parameters (beyond furniture and
spatial arrangements), with an average estimated effect on task performance of
around 10%. BRE FP374 Lighting and Health2 indicates that poor lighting, particularly
lighting that causes glare , can create visual discomfort that may result in sore eyes,
headaches, and aches and pains associated with poor body posture. These issues
can largely be avoided by careful lighting design that meets the recommendations
of codes and standards, with suitable shielding against high luminance parts of the
lighting installation.
Optical control is crucial for luminaires in all applications. The selection and design
of optics will vary for different environments, particularly those with specialised
requirements, to achieve a desired performance. The correct optical control should
suit the specific building, its purpose and its users, to reduce opportunities for
discomfort and visual distraction, and so improve wellbeing and productivity.
Employing optics to direct the required quality of light to specific zones can
realise significant energy savings, particularly when applied with ‘smart’ lighting

controls – using less energy to achieve the
same useful lighting levels. Appropriate
directional control can also allow buildings
to be used more effectively, potentially
reducing the requirement for real estate.
Although the benefits of energy and space
utilisation are important, the key benefit is
likely to be that employees, and other building
users, can deliver the most effective results
by operating in a healthy, comfortable, and
productive environment.
The optics of the luminaire – which result
from the combination of reflectors, lenses
and diffusers – will impact the performance
of a LED luminaire, and this is typically
measured and recorded with a standardised
set of photometric data. These are discussed
and illustrated in CIBSE SLL Code for Lighting3
chapter 12.
As noted in CIBSE SLL LG7: Lighting Guide
for Office Lighting,4 applications such as offices
fitted with ‘traditional’ bare batten-type
fluorescent luminaires may represent a glare
source that results in eye strain, and contrast
unfavourably with luminaires fitted with a
properly designed optical control that is likely
to include a diffuser. Diffusers are the most
common form of optical control in offices and
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education applications, positioned in front of
the light source to prevent glare and, in many
cases, enhance directional control. Common
lighting luminaires in general lighting
applications typically employ opalescent
(opal) or ‘frosted’ materials as diffusers. These
are low-cost, but robust, smooth-surfaced,
polymer materials, such as polycarbonate
or acrylic (otherwise known as ‘PMMA’ – a
highly transparent thermoplastic polymer),
which are manufactured to provide good light
transmission while also delivering physical
and aesthetic benefits. Opalescent plastics are
created by added pigmentation to the clear
base polymer to mask the light source. Frosted
light diffusers are manufactured by using a
blend of two polymers that have different
refractive indices, thereby providing diffusion
of the light source.7
Electroluminescence creates light from
the LED package, which will typically include
one or more semiconductor chips mounted
on a heat-conducting material, encapsulated
in a protective material that may incorporate
a primary optical lens. These are typically
grouped together to make up an LED light
source, and will produce highly directional,
high-intensity light. The optics that are
required to provide the best performance
from such an electronic lamp are likely to
be different from those of more traditional
technologies, but still have a primary need to

igure : xample o acrylic luminaire di user designed to
eliminate
hot spots (Source: ovestro )

igure : uminaire with opalescent di user (Source: Tamlite)

SELECTED LUMINAIRE PERFORMANCE TERMINOLOGY
■ Luminous intensity meas res the ill minating power of a l minaire in a specific direction
meas red in candelas cd l mens per steradian lm.sr-1 normall presented in ta lar form
olar c rves also provide an opport nit to ill strate l mino s intensit and distri tion on
a single chart t picall shown as two c rves indicating the two ma or axes of the l minaire
as emplo ed in ig re and ig re
■ Disability glare impairs the a ilit to see detail witho t necessaril ca sing discomfort and can
e prod ced directl or re ection
■ Discomfort glare ca ses discomfort witho t necessaril impairing the vision of o ects and can
e prod ced directl or re ection
■ niﬁed glare rating (
) is an index sed to eval ate discomfort glare in interior wor places
he e ation sed to eval ate
is from CIE
he calc lation method determines
a logarithm of the ratio of the l minaire l minance that can e seen the o server to the
o server s relative ang lar position and the ac gro nd l minance as seen the o server
representative calc lation is t picall nderta en for a proposed installation or ta lar
approximations emplo ed to ens re that the
is no greater than
ltho gh some
man fact rers mar et
l minaires the tr e
cannot e properl eval ated witho t
details of the application he CIBSE S Code for Lighting provides examples of how to
calc late the
t the act al calc lation ma e more readil nderta en sing software
1
s ch as ial x 6 s noted CIBSE
has een developed for conventional offices and
is not s ited to all environments
■ am ertian distri ution as descri ed
ohann einrich am ert in the th cent r is where
emitted radiance is independent of the direction of the o server and the l mino s intensit varies
with the cosine of the angle etween the normal to the s rface and the o server n example is
the distri tion ill strated in ig re

reduce glare. Traditional opalescent diffusers are unsuitable for LED technology, as
they are unlikely to mask bright spots from the individual LED emitters, and offer
insufficient directional control. Initially, frosted polymers were often employed,
because their ability to mask the LED was good; however, this was at the expense of
light output. Specialised acrylic diffusers – such as those illustrated in the examples
in Figure 1 and Figure 2 – are now widely available with various performance
characteristics, and provide a near Lambertian distribution of light (see boxout,
‘Selected luminaire performance terminology’).
The choice for optical control in LEDs for such environments is limited principally
to two options – an opalescent diffuser (such as in Figure 2), or one that contains
lenses in a micro-prismatic diffuser (often abbreviated to ‘microprism diffuser’).
Simple opal diffusers will effectively scatter the light by refracting it as the light
passes through the opal diffuser to produce a Lambertian distribution (as shown in the
polar diagram in Figure 3), which ensures a more even, dispersed light distribution,
enhancing uniformity and reducing shadowing. An opal diffuser would, for example,
be a reasonable application for a flow area in a work building, providing a wide spread
of light so people can see clearly as they move through the communal space.
LED luminaires employing microprism diffusers have seen increased application
in architectural lighting where the prisms (lenses) are designed to control the
emitted light into a specific distribution. The pattern of the light distribution can be
finely adjusted through the specific design of the prismatic elements, which need
to be manufactured from good-quality material that will not discolour or distort
over time. Such diffusers are usually made of acrylic, polycarbonate or silicone
resin, depending on the qualities required. This microprism diffuser increases the
downward proportion of light, reducing horizontal emission and the opportunity for
unwanted glare, so can be used to achieve improved values of UGR.
A ‘multicell optic’, such as that shown in Figure 4, can provide optimum spacing,
but also maintain a controlled lower angle to satisfy UGR needs. The recessed
light source also reduces discomfort glare, as there is no direct illumination
experienced by occupants in adjacent workplaces. The aesthetic appeal of such
luminaires may be debatable for some; however, they can provide benefits in terms
of occupant wellbeing, space utilisation and energy savings. The polar curve for an
example multicell luminaire employing a microprism diffuser is shown in Figure 5.
A luminaire with correctly directed light is likely to have a greater overall efficiency
in application compared with a fitting with an opalescent diffuser.
Office and educational working environments have evolved swiftly in recent
years, as they shift away from plain, light-coloured walls to more complex surface
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finishes and colourings. Increasing use of ‘agile’ workspaces provides flexibility and
tends to allow occupants to locate themselves where they feel most comfortable. At
the same time, technology has evolved – employing less-reflective screens that are
often portable and used in a multitude of positions and angles. This increases the
challenge of maintaining a satisfactory UGR while delivering the required visual
intensity of the light for all occupants.
A microprism diffuser provides a much tighter control of light, directing it to
where it is needed. This ensures that the luminaire, in an appropriate lighting
design, can readily achieve the required UGR in open-plan spaces. Occupants who
are not immediately adjacent to the luminaire –for example, on the other side of
the room – can view the luminaire and not suffer from discomfort glare, as the
light has been directed downwards with reduced sideways component, unlike an
opalescent diffuser. CIBSE TM401 indicates that the design should also consider
veiling reflections (high-luminance reflections that overlay the detail of the task) and
reflected glare. The received luminous intensity is crucial to understanding how it
may impact a person’s comfort. Considering the polar curve of Figure 5, for example,
anyone stationed directly below a fixture with a microprism diffuser could receive
a harsher light than somebody stationed below an opal diffuser. The light can then
reflect off desks, paper or reflective screens, such as tablets.
This provides a challenge for lighting designers when specifying luminaires for
office and educational environments: identifying the balance between technical
glare through the room itself (the UGR), and the discomfort, or even disability, glare
that will actually affect those working.
CIBSE SLL LG74 recommends consulting the client as early as possible, so that
designers can understand how the workspace is used, and how best to tailor the
lighting design to the needs of those in the space, while still achieving the necessary
glare and uniformity standards. An option to minimise this discomfort glare in
workplaces, while still achieving the required illuminance on desks and working
planes, is to combine an opal diffuser with a microprism. This attenuates the light
before it leaves the luminaire, but also directs the light downwards, tightening
the angle of illumination to enhance UGR compliance in lighting designs. This
does impose a slight reduction in luminaire efficacy; however, it satisfies the most
important element of any office or education environment: the occupants.
As noted in CIBSE TM40, the balance of diffuse and direct lighting is also
important in task areas, with sufficient directional lighting to reveal details and
increase their visibility, but without harsh shadows that could interfere with
the task. Lighting in offices and education environments can suffer from the so
called ‘cavern effect’, where a relatively dark ceiling and upper walls are unnatural
and uncomfortable to the human eye. This occurs when the lighting is solely
directed downwards, with no upward illumination. Opal diffusers, providing a
near Lambertian distribution, can partly solve this problem, but this can make it
challenging to maintain an acceptable UGR. A potential solution is to use suspended
luminaires with a built-in uplighter function, delivering illumination up to the ceiling
as well as downwards. This would probably be achieved by employing additional
upward-facing LEDs in the luminaire, with opalescent diffusers. This achieves
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Figure 3: Example polar diagram of luminaire (in cd per 1,000lm of total
luminaire output) with simple opalescent diffuser to provide practically
Lambertian distribution when viewed both in the transverse (C0/C180)
and longitudinal (C90/C270) axes (in this case, both axes provide the
same proﬁle). (Source: Tamlite)

the necessary angle to lower UGR, while
providing total illumination on the ceiling for
a brighter, more appealing workplace.
The selection of an appropriate luminaire
is key to the success of a lighting design. The
detail of the required optical performance
for the luminaire must carry through the
supply chain, so that the installation properly
reflects the design intent. An inappropriate
lighting scheme is likely to have a significantly
adverse impact on productivity, health and
operational costs that reach far beyond any
‘savings’ that may have been made in the
design, procurement and installation of a
generic scheme.
© Tim Dwyer, 2021.
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Figure 4: A ‘multicell’ optic
diffuser (on left) where
individual prisms (lenses)
are mounted in separate
cells, allowing carefully
controlled luminaire
output, with a close-up
view (right) showing a cell.
(Source: Tamlite)
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Figure 5: Example polar diagram of luminaire (in cd per 1,000lm of
total luminaire output) with microprism diffuser (in this case both
axes provide practically the same proﬁle). (Source: Tamlite)
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Module 176
March 2021

LUX Manufacturer
of theYear 2018

Name (please print)........................................................................................
Job title ...............................................................................................................
Organisation .....................................................................................................

1. What potential impact is lighting reported to have on the
performance of tasks in the indoor environment?
A

Almost none

B

Around 5%

C

Around 10%

D

Around 15%

E

Around 20%

2. Which of these is most likely to be true for UGR?

Address .............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................
Postcode ...........................................................................................................
Email ...................................................................................................................

A

If the luminaire luminance is doubled, the UGR will
be doubled

B

Most external public spaces using LED lighting can
apply UGR

membership number: ..................................................................................

C

The UGR may only be estimated using software

D

UGR can be usefully applied directly to all internal
occupied spaces

The CIBSE Journal CPD Programme

E

Without knowing the specific application, UGR cannot
be evaluated

3. For a 1,000lm output luminaire with the near Lambertian
distribution in Figure 3, what is the approximate
luminous intensity when viewed at 45° from the normal
to the luminaire?
A

100cd

B

150cd

C

200cd

D

250cd

E

300cd

4. Which of these is least likely to be true for a luminaire
with a microprism diffuser?
A

It gives tighter control of light compared with
opalescent diffuser

B

It always prevents veiling reflections and reflected glare

C

It will be manufactured from acrylic, polycarbonate or
silicone resin

D

Viewers from more distant parts of the room are unlikely
to suffer from discomfort glare

E

When applied appropriately in an office workspace, it
may well have a greater overall efficiency compared with
a luminaire with simple opalescent diffuser

Are you a member of CIBSE? If so, please state your

By participating in this CPD module, you consent to sharing your details with
Tamlite. Tamlite may contact you via email and/or telephone with further
information and technical insight on its services. You have the right to opt
out from such communications at any time.
I understand that I will receive marketing communications from Tamlite
after completing this module (please tick here):
By entering your details above, you agree that CIBSE may contact you
with information about CPD and other training or professional development
programmes, and about membership of CIBSE, if you are not a member.
Go to www.cibsejournal.com/cpd to complete this questionnaire online.
ou will receive notiﬁcation by email of successful completion, which can be
used to validate your CPD records. Alternatively, ﬁll in this page and post it
to: N Hurley, CIBSE, 222 Balham High Road, London, SW12 9BS.

Further reading:
The CIBSE SLL publications Code for lighting (2012) and Lighting Guide 7: Ofﬁce lighting
(2015) are excellent resources.
There is a useful article on LEDs at www.manufacturer.lighting/info/223/

References:
1
2
3
4
5
6

CIBSE TM40 Health and wellbeing in building services, CIBSE 2020.
BRE FP374 Lighting and health, BRE 2015.
CIBSE SLL Code for lighting, CIBSE 2012.
CIBSE SLL Lighting Guide 7: Ofﬁce lighting, 2015.
CIE 117-1995 Discomfort glare in interior lighting, CIE 1995.
Dialux lighting design software www.dialux.com/en-GB/ – accessed
4 February 2021.
7 Shedding some light on LED diffusers and lenses, Condale Plastics, bit.ly/
CJMar21CPD01 – accessed 4 February 2021.

5. Which CIBSE SLL lighting guide is likely to be most
appropriate when specifically considering a lighting
design for an office?
A

LG7

B

LG12

C

LG15

D

LG17

E

LG19
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Products of the month
Rinnai expands its London team
Woodward is regional manager
for London and South East as
firm also adds support staff

R

innai, a specialist in limitless,
temperature-controlled hot water
on demand, has appointed Darren
Woodward as regional manager for the
London and South East area. This new senior
appointment is in addition to more support
staff and resources at the company’s ofﬁce
in Hayes, west London.
Woodward has held senior salesmanagement positions with several prominent
manufacturing concerns and been active
on major projects, such as Shangri-La Hotel
at The Shard, the Francis Crick Institute in
London, and Pembury Hospital in Kent. He
has also worked with major consultancies,
mechanical and electrical contractors, and
subcontractors. He holds a City & Guilds
certiﬁcate in plumbing.
Tony Gittings, Rinnai UK managing director,
said: ‘Rinnai is now positioned in London and
the South East as the information hub for all

“Rinnai is positioned
as the information
hub for systems for
sites of every size”
questions concerning the delivery of on-demand,
temperature-controlled hot-water units and
systems for sites of every size.
‘We are also able to offer a comprehensive
range of fully accredited CPDs on the topic of hotwater, precision temperature-controlled delivery

to all commercial, industrial and institutional
sites via Teams or Zoom, so consultants
can bring themselves up to date with
the developments in hot-water continuous
ﬂow technology.
Gittings said Rinnai has a full technical
sales-support service and product offering
for London and the South East, which are the
areas of most commercial activity. ‘We have
seen a commensurate rise in installations
and enquiries. This senior appointment is a
demonstration of our commitment,’ he said.
One recent installation at Transport for
ondon’s Ashﬁeld House featured hot-water
heating units in a range of sizes and outputs.
The solution included: Nexus electrolytic
limescale inhibitor; remote monitoring
solutions ﬂexible ﬂue conﬁgurations,
including valve packs and unvented systems
to support secondary return systems for G3
compliance and ACOP L8 best practice; and
multiple ‘in direct’ storage vessels to support
peak-hour applications.
■ Call 01928 531870, email sales@
rinnaiuk.com or engineer@rinnaiuk.
com or visit www.rinnaiuk.com

Viega valves make installation easier
German-engineered valves
ensure maintenance and
servicing are also simple to do

M

ade with a non-alloyed steel
and zinc-nickel coating, Viega’s
Megapress Easytop ball valves are
designed for thick-walled steel-tube piping
systems. The valve is available in two variants;
from 0.5in up to 4in, the sealing element is
ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPDM)
rubber for temperatures up to 110°C. In the
XL sizes of 2.5in up to 4in, the valve features
an ﬂuoroelastomer (FKM) seal, for highertemperature applications up to 140°C.
The German-engineered press-connection
valves are quick, simple and clean to install.
The internal design of the valves and easy-tooperate actuating lever ensure smooth and
accurate control. The structure of the ﬁtting
ensures that maintenance and servicing
is simple; the main valve section can be
dismantled for cleaning or replacement without
the need to modify the pipework. The valves
can be used for applications such as industrial
and plant engineering, closed heating and
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“We are continually
looking for solutions
to make the installation
process easier and
more efficient”
cooling circuits, compressed air systems, and
systems for technical gases.
The extensive range of Viega Easytop
system ﬁttings includes products for use
on copper, stainless-steel and multilayer
composite systems in a range of pipe sizes,
including XL dimensions. The product portfolio
also features adapters suitable for threaded
and soldered connections.
‘The Megapress Easytop valves offer a
high-quality solution that works well for
a number of systems, including stainlesssteel and multilayer composite,’ said Scott
James, director at Viega. ‘When we design
our products, we are continually looking
for solutions that will make the installation
process easier and more efﬁcient for building
service contractors.’
■ Visit www.viega.co.uk/valves
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New Micronics Portaflow range
Portable, clamp-on, ultrasonic
flow instruments retain the key
feature of simple operation

M

icronics has launched a new
Portaﬂow range, featuring the
latest ultrasonic ﬂow-measurement
technology, hydronic-liquid ﬂow-energy
measurement, and a comprehensive datalogging facility.
Building on its considerable experience
and success with the former PF330 and
220 ranges, Micronics has developed a
new range of portable, clamp-on, ultrasonic
ﬂow instruments, incorporating the latest
technology while retaining the key feature of
simple operation.
The Portaﬂow PF333 offers the user quick
and accurate ﬂow and energy measurement.
With its easy-to-follow menu and simple setup, results can be achieved within minutes of
opening the case.
The range continues to bring simplicity to
the non-invasive measurement of liquid ﬂow,
and now has the addition of hydronic-liquid
ﬂow-energy measurement for hot and chilled
water applications.
The PF333 uses the latest cross-correlation

“With its simple setup and easy-to-follow
menu, results can be
achieved in minutes”
ultrasound ﬂow-measurement system to
measure ﬂowrate, and clamp-on PT100
temperature sensors to measure ﬂow and
return temperatures.
Heat or cooling load is calculated from a
combination of the ﬂowrate and the ﬂow and
return temperature difference, to comply with
EN1 3 section .
The integral data logging has a capacity of
100 million data points with 12 named sites,
and can be downloaded via USB to CSV ﬁles
and exported to Excel.
Compact and reliable, the Portaﬂow range
has been designed to provide sustained
performance in industrial environments,
with the new cross-correlation ﬂowmeasurement system providing improved
accuracy for ﬂow and measurement audits
of old – and often challenging – pipework in
existing installations.
■ Call 01628 810456 or visit
www.micronicsflowmeters.com

Jung Pumpen creates virtual learning zone
ung Pumpen’s new Pump Technology virtual showroom and media room
features a full range of the company’s equipment, helping public health
engineers keep their pumping knowledge up to date.
By connecting via Teams, engineers can view all aspects of pump-system
design and learn how to match the correct pump system to each application.
Presentations are tailored to each company’s or individual’s requirements.
■ Call David Johnson, marketing and business development manager,
on 0118 9821 555, email davidj@pumptechnology.co.uk, or
visit www.pumptechnology.co.uk and www.jung-pumps.co.uk

Elco enhances its commercial
water-heating offering
Elco has expanded its range of hot-water products, which now comprises
more than 0 direct, indirect and storage models, ensuring building service
engineers and consultants can easily specify a product for any commercial
project. This has been bolstered by the launch of a brochure showcasing the
comprehensive portfolio of products on offer.
A stand-out performer is the Trigon WH direct gas water heater,
which boasts an advanced burner design, and is one of the most
technologically advanced and best-performing units on the market.
■ Visit www.elco.co.uk
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A helping hand from the Grundfos Product Centre

Evoqua’s new filter
for aquatics venues
Evoqua’s new Defender FP-Series regenerative
media ﬁlter has been designed to meet the needs
of swim schools, health clubs and other small- to
medium-sized commercial aquatics venues.
Its unique PowerBump System means the
Defender FP ﬁlter produces up to 90% less
wastewater than a traditional sand ﬁlter – saving
water and energy in a footprint 75% smaller. It
achieves ﬁltration to 1μm – a factor of 20 better
than sand ﬁlters, meaning coagulant dosing is
not required and operators can beneﬁt from up
to a 30% reduction in chemicals.
The Defender FP ﬁlter is fabricated from
corrosion resistant, lightweight, glass-ﬁbre
reinforced plastic for ease of installation and
maintenance. When used in conjunction with
the Evoqua Wafer UV generator, the Defender
FP ﬁlter gives chemical-free, enhanced pathogen
inactivation and provides cleaner, safer water for
an enhanced swimmer experience.
■ Call 01732 771777 or visit
www.evoqua.com/en-GB

We could all do with a helping hand at
various times in our working day, so it
is good to know that the Grundfos Product
Centre (GPC) is always on standby and
ready to assist you to make the right
pump choice.
This bespoke online search and sizing
tool will help you opt for the right pump to
meet your needs, whether you are looking
for a solution for a new or replacement
project, or if you just want to ﬁnd out more
information about the pumps you already
have. Covering a wide range of building
services applications and solutions, this
hub has become a destination of choice for
commercial building specialists.
The platform is available whenever it is needed, and you can use it for a variety of things, such as
browsing the Grundfos product catalogue to ﬁnd appropriate replacement pumps, for ﬁnding pumps to
handle speciﬁc liquids, or simply to select a ﬁrst-rate pump.
■ Visit www.grundfos.co.uk/gpc

Rinnai’s website helps you choose
Rinnai is offering sites, especially those in
healthcare, that need to update and improve their
hot-water delivery unit or system a ‘help me choose’
facility via its digital touchpoints.
Now is the ideal time to replace old, inefﬁcient
stored-water systems that may be causing
emergency breakdowns. There are signiﬁcant
operational expenditure advantages, reduced
energy costs and carbon reductions to be had from
switching to the hot-water continuous-ﬂow method.
Anyone in the healthcare sector – hospitals of any size, care homes, GP surgeries, day centres and
health centres – can visit Rinnai’s website for instant assistance on choosing the right products to
deliver limitless hot water, and provide fuel, energy and environmental efﬁciencies.
Rinnai is also offering free surveys and a complete cost-comparison report, customised to any site.
In addition, it is offering full services for essential works support to NHS facilities and care homes
during the lockdown.
■ Visit www.rinnaiuk.com and use the smart online
contact points ‘Help me choose’ or ‘Ask us a question’

Toshiba Carrier launches
new air conditioning controller
The latest generation of Toshiba Carrier UK’s award-winning Mini
TouchScreen air conditioning controller offers enhanced capabilities
that extend its application to ofﬁces and commercial buildings.
Originally developed for use with Toshiba air conditioning in hotels,
the Mini Touchscreen has an intuitive touch-sensitive interface, similar
to a high-end smartphone. It is designed to be easy to use, and quick and
simple to install.
The latest version, Series 2, now includes a full-function, seven-day
timer, enabling users to programme up to eight events a day across the
week. The Mini TouchScreen uses the same two-wire connectivity as
a standard wall controller, enabling it to be quickly installed without
adding an external power supply on new projects, and as an upgrade on
existing systems.
‘The Series 2 adds signiﬁcant functionality while retaining all the
user beneﬁts of the original, enabling mainstream application in ofﬁces
and commercial buildings that require a more sophisticated scheduling
across the week,’ said Fraser Hymas, TCUK’s controls system manager.
■ Visit www.toshiba-aircon.co.uk/product/rbc-mtsc1-minitouch-screen-controller
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ATAG’s boiler provides heating for school
A new boiler from ATAG Commercial has been installed at Monmouth School
for Girls in Wales. The 1 0kW -F ﬂoor-standing unit has been supplied with
an integrated plate heat exchanger as a backpack solution, and replaces two
antiquated boilers. The project was overseen by Pritchard Services.
Phil Pritchard, sales and technical director at Pritchard Services, said: ‘ATAG
Commercial boilers are extremely efﬁcient and highly reliable. The new -F
boiler was perfect for this job, as everything is housed inside a single unit.’
■ Visit www.atagcommercial.co.uk

Domus Ventilation launches new MVHR systems
Domus Ventilation, part of the Polypipe group, has launched its nextgeneration, improved-performance HRXE mechanical ventilation with
heat recovery (MVHR) units for a wider range of residential properties than
ever before.
HRXE-Hera and HRXE-Aura high-performance MVHR systems combine
supply and extract ventilation in one system. They efﬁciently recover the heat
typically lost in waste stale air and use it to temper the fresh air drawn into
the building via a heat exchanger, effectively meeting part of the heating load
in energy-efﬁcient dwellings.
■ Email vent.info@domusventilation.co.uk
or visit www.domusventilation.co.uk
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Air Handling

Fire Protection
UK • EUROPE • MIDDLE EAST • ASIA • USA

Manufacturer of high quality bespoke AHU’s.
Specialists in refurbishment and site assembly projects.
Rapid delivery service available.
Aircraft Air Handling Ltd
Unit 20, Moorfield Ind Est,
Cotes Heath, Stafford, ST21 6QY
Tel: 01782 791545 Fax: 01782 791283
Email: info@aircraftairhandling.com Web: www.aircraftairhandling.com

Energy Efficiency

THIRD PARTY CERTIFIED
BY AN INDEPENDENT NOTIFIED BODY
®

CASWELL FIRESAFE fire resisting ductwork systems are
manufactured, installed and certified by our Partners worldwide.

Ground Source Heat Pump
Installations

CIBSE approved online CPD seminar and expert project advice is
available to MEP / Fire Consultants & Building Services Engineers.

Meeting Renewables Targets
Tel: 02392 450889
Fax: 02392 471319
www.groenholland.co.uk
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Q&A
indeed, the electricity ‘green crap’ levy – to
pay for this level of investment. To put this in
perspective, the suggested investment needed
is in the order of magnitude of NHS spending
for 20 years.

Won’t hydrogen be cheaper?

We do not have all the infrastructure
needed for hydrogen, says Twinn
Chris Twinn

Is H2 the answer?
Hydrogen might not be viable to heat our homes, says
Twinn Sustainability Innovation’s Chris Twinn FCIBSE

H

ydrogen (H2) is often touted as a viable solution to meeting UK net-zero
carbon targets. However, the London Energy Transformation Initiative
(LETI) has published a report that finds it unlikely that zero carbon
hydrogen – supplied via a repurposed gas mains network – will be available
for the vast majority of buildings in the foreseeable future. We asked the report’s lead
author Chris Twinn to explain.

Won’t H2 be cheaper than electricity, as we have gas infrastructure?
Unfortunately, we do not have all the infrastructure needed, aside from the local
yellow polyethylene distribution network. The large steel, high-pressure primary
distribution network is likely to need replacing or upgrading. As hydrogen is a
manufactured gas, large-scale manufacturing plant (typically methane reformation)
has to be built, with access to the natural gas raw material. Large-scale carbon
capture and storage (CCS) is needed to capture the manufacturing carbon emissions.
Additional carbon sequestration is also required, because CCS only captures 90%
of CO2 emissions, as is large-scale hydrogen storage. Think those demolished
gasometers - only three-times larger in volume.

Won’t a switch to H2 be as simple as the town to natural gas change?
Records show this switch was far from smooth; Hansard details numerous
complaints raised by members of parliament on behalf of their constituents. The
switchover was beset by poorly trained and insufficient numbers of engineers, and
identified many latent defects in existing gas installations and appliances, which
building owners had to put right themselves. Consequently, many homes had no
heating, hot water or cooking for extended periods. It should also be noted that this
was a region-by-region switchover programme, enforced on all building owners/
occupiers – so no choice on timing or convenience. With no social media at the time,
most personal experiences and the impacts on the more vulnerable have been largely
lost in time. What politician would commit to such a national rollout process today?

Doesn’t carbon storage solve hydrogen’s CO2 problem?
Currently, this is a fledgling technology with no examples at anything like the scale
needed for a national gas grid switchover. Along with all the associated technology
needed to make it work, exceptionally large investment would be needed. However,
our gas supply has been a low-cost commodity, without large profit margins – or,

Hydrogen is a manufactured gas expected
to be made from natural gas. So, it costs
what natural gas does, plus the added cost
of manufacture. Adding, say, 50% to the
wholesale gas price would add about 25% to
the consumer price. This does not include
the switchover and new infrastructure costs.
Amortising the suggested total switchover
cost would increase the gas price by
something like 300%. A heat pump has the
potential to deliver the same heat using onethird of the quantity of delivered energy.

What about hard-to-heat stock that’s
not easy to insulate for heat pumps?
The switch to heat pumps will be challenging
for certain building types. However, there are
many heat pump variants, heating system
adaptations, and insulation intervention
combinations available. New complementary
technologies are also emerging – for example,
phase-change thermal stores of a size that
can replace a combi boiler. As a nation, we
are new to heat pumps and there is much
we should be learning from others who have
already built up their experience, such as
Japan. Regarding the hard-to-heat driving us
to a full hydrogen switchover: who is prepared
to pay the large switchover costs just to
benefit a sub-sector of the market?

Is there any future for hydrogen in
decarbonising energy supply?
Probably, as a more limited-use, higher-cost
premium fuel, pitched at a level to pay for
more modest switchover costs. There is
talk of localised hydrogen hubs for certain
industries that need high-temperature heat.
Off-grid buildings may use it as a substitute
for propane or oil, and there is interest for
serving long-haul aviation. Long-distance
road haulage appears to be going cool on it,
because of a lack of refuelling infrastructure.
There is testing for remote rail lines, but
with the proviso that the infrastructure
costs are less than electrification. Perhaps
most importantly for our sector, harnessing
hydrogen’s seasonal storage abilities seems
plausible, created using future summertime
excess wind-turbine capacity and this
fuelling power stations to boost winter
electricity peak capacity.
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EVENTS
Event details are correct at the time of
going to print, but as a result of the ongoing
coronavirus (Covid-19) situation, they may be
subject to change. For updates, please check
cibse.org/training for training and cibse.org/
events for CIBSE groups and regional events.
CIBSE has a range of online learning courses
available to support your learning. Visit
cibse.org/training-events/online-learning

NEW LIVE ONLINE
TRAINING COURSES

CIBSE training courses have
been reformatted to work
online, with a live trainer,
meaning you can expect
the same interaction and
participation as you would
in a classroom setting.
Upcoming courses:

Low carbon consultant
building operations
2-5 March

ONLINE
APPLICATION
WORKSHOP
These online ‘bite-sized’
sessions are designed
to help you prepare
to apply for MCIBSE.
CIBSE interviewers will
offer advice on getting the
application started, over
four live sessions:

 22 March
 25 March
 30 March
 1 April

CIBSE REGIONS AND
GROUP EVENTS

Check the website for
up-to-date information on
regions and groups meetings,
webinars and podcasts. Visit
www.cibse.org/events

High voltage
(11kV) distribution
and protection
2 March

Building services
explained

CIBSE JOURNAL WEBINARS
CIBSE Journal hosts regular, sponsored webinars
covering a wide range of building services-related
topics. All webinars are available on demand
on the Journal website at www.cibsejournal.com/
cpd/webinars
Last month’s webinar, sponsored by Kohler
Uninterruptible Power, was on standby generator sets.
Other recent webinars include:
 Staying in control of design to value pumping
solutions, sponsored by Grundfos
 R32 VRF and F-Gas phase down, sponsored
by Dakin
 A case for change: setting new UK standards for
high-rise drainage, sponsored by Geberit.

3-5 March

Electrical distribution
design
5 March

Air conditioning and
cooling systems
9 March

Energy Efficiency
Building Regulations
Part L2 2020

Introduction to combined
heat and power (CHP)
12 March

Mechanical services
explained
22-24 March

Emergency lighting
to comply with firesafety requirements
21 April

10-11 March

23 April

Low carbon
consultant design
27 April

Designing water-efficient
hot and cold supplies
28 April

9 March

Low carbon consultant

The importance
of energy-efficient
buildings

Electrical services
explained
21 April

CIBSE Membership
CIBSE Membership is
hosting free webinars
to support members
with applications for the
Associate and Member
grades and registration with
the Engineering Council at
Incorporated Engineer and
Chartered Engineer level.
The series includes two
separate webinars – with
session 1 covering routes to
membership, and session 2
focusing on how to write the
Engineering Practice Report.
Upcoming webinars:
 9 and 23 March
For further details and
to register: www.cibse.org/
webinars

To register for the webinars, visit www.cibse.org/webinars

Successful design
management
29 April
For details and full programme
visit www.cibse.org/training

ONLINE LEARNING
CIBSE has a portfolio of online
learning courses, which contain
interactive content with quizzes
and additional resources
to support your learning.
www.cibse.org/training

WEBINARS
#Growyourknowledge
CIBSE’s free webinar series
take place every Thursday
at 11am. The webinars are
designed to support members
of the CIBSE community
in maintaining their
CPD remotely.
To register for the
webinars, visit cibse.org/
growyourknowledge
All previous webinars
are available on the
#GrowYourKnowledge
GoToWebinar channel.
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Online Learning
*0):,VUSPULSLHYUPUNPZHÅL_PISLHS[LYUH[P]L[VSP]L
[YHPUPUN[OH[VɈLYZ`V\H^PKL]HYPL[`VMI\PSKPUN
ZLY]PJLZ[VWPJHYLHZ[VJOVVZLMYVT
/V^LSZLJHU0ILULÄ[MYVT*0):,VUSPULSLHYUPUN&

+VLZUV[YLX\PYL`V\[V[YH]LS

6ɈLYZ`V\[PTLÅL_PIPSP[`

0U[LYHJ[P]LJVU[LU[

@V\JHUSVNPU[V`V\Y*0):,VUSPUL
SLHYUPUNHJJV\U[MYVTHU`^OLYL
`V\^HU[PU[OL^VYSKHUKPU
^OPJOL]LYWSHJL`V\ÄUKJVTMVY[HISL
HUKLHZ`[V^VYRMYVT

You can dip in and out of an
online learning module or course
^OLUL]LY`V\^HU[ZV`V\JHUÄ[
`V\YWLYZVUHSKL]LSVWTLU[
^P[OPU`V\YKHPS`ZJOLK\SL

*0):,VUSPULSLHYUPUNOHZX\PaaLZ
HUKZ\WWVY[P]L]PZ\HSZVY]PKLVZ
[VRLLW`V\LUNHNLKHSVUN`V\Y
SLHYUPUNQV\YUL`

+PZJ\ZZPVUMVY\TZ

*V\U[Z[V^HYKZ`V\Y*7+OV\YZ

(JJLZZPISLJVU[LU[

;OLMVY\TZNP]L`V\[OL
VWWVY[\UP[`[VHZRX\LZ[PVUZHUK
JYLH[L[VWPJKPZJ\ZZPVUZ^P[OV[OLY
MLSSV^SLHYULYZHYV\UK`V\Y
learning experience.

Each of our online learning
TVK\SLZHUKJV\YZLZVќLY`V\
an allocated number of CPD hours.
<WVUJVTWSL[PVU`V\^PSSYLJLP]L
H*7+JLY[PÄJH[L

The content of each module
is designed to enhance the learning
QV\YUL`"[VWPJZHYLIYVRLUPU[VZ\I
[VWPJZPTWYV]PUN[OLÅV^HUKTHRPUN
it more organised and memorable.

,_WSVYL`V\YVUSPULSLHYUPUN[YHPUPUN
VW[PVUZH[JPIZLVYNVUSPULSLHYUPUN
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CMR Controls manufactures low air pressure and air volume
measurement sensors and control systems for standard air
conditioning, clean rooms, sterile laboratories, containment
facilities, and fume
cupboard extract
systems.

DPC CONTROLLER
Fast and accurate controls to drive
high speed dampers or invertors.
Full PID stand alone controls with
BMS interface.

DPM PRESSURE SENSOR
Panel Mount Pressure or Velocity Transducers
with remote alarms, analogue and digital
interfaces. Traceable calibration certificates
supplied as standard.

AIR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
A complete turn-key system to control room
pressure to +/-1Pa. Fume cupboard face
velocity to 0.5m/s at high speed and provide
constant air changes into the labo - clean
room.
EXTRACT
CONTROLLER

PPS
DAMPER

VAV
EXTRACT
DAMPER

NORMAL EXTRACT

FUME
CUPBOARD

CAV
SUPPLY
DAMPER

HEPA
FILTER

CAV AND VAV DAMPERS
Accurate air flow measurement with the
unique CMR Venturi built into the
airtight shut-off damper to control room
pressure or constant volume.

Metal Damper

PPS EXTRACT DAMPER
Poly-propelene control and shut off valve
incorporating the CMR Venturi Nozzle. This
is essential when dealing with corrosive
extract air especially from fume cupboard
systems.

LABO - CLEAN ROOM

PPS Damper

PRECISION COMPONENTS FOR VENTILATION AND PROCESS CONTROL

CMR CONTROLS

22 Repton Court, Repton Close,
Basildon, Essex SS13 1LN. GB

Tel: +44 (0)1268 287222
Fax: +44 (0)1268 287099

A Division of C. M. RICHTER (EUROPE) LTD

W e b s i t e : h t t p : / / w w w. c m r . c o . u k

E - m a i l : s a l e s @ c m r. c o. u k
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